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President Threatens
Air Traffic Controllers
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Reagan today threatened to gave
striking air traffic controllers 48
hours to return to work or be fired.
"I must tell those who failed to
report for duty this morning they are
in violation of the law, and if they
don't report for work within 48 hours,
they have forfeited their jobs and will
be terminated," Reagan told a Rose
Garden briefing this morning.
Reagan's announcement came at
the same time the Federal Aviation
Administration grounded much of the
FANCY FARM PICNIC — Gov. john Y. Brown jr. and his wife Phyllis George Brown were among those in atnation's commercial air traffic as the
controllers, in defiance of a federal
tendance at the 101st Fancy Farm Picnic, held Saturday. Several other politicans also were on hand to give
judge,launched their first nationwide
speeches.(See related story on Page 12.)
strike.
The walkout began with the day
shift at 7 a.m., local time, and the
FAA said early indications were that
more controllers were staying off
their jobs at some centers than had
been anticipated while in other areas
some controllers were defying the
strike.
Two Murrayans were among Gov. Apperson has been active in various roles and responsibilities of the
No figures on the number of strikers
John Y. Brown Jr.'s 40 citizen ap- civic activities. The wife of Murray former Arts Commission and will let
were available.
pointments to three boards in the Ledger & Times publisher Walter Ap- policy and award grants for the arts in
Reagan told reporters that federal
recently-reorganized Department of person, she attended Western Ken- the new department.
law prohibits federal employees from
the Arts,according to a news release.
tucky University.
Brown named former Arts Commis- striking and that air controllers proRainey Apperson was named to the
A member of the Murray State sion chairman and Louisville mised not to strike
when they were
Citizens Advisory Board and Robert faculty since 1963, Head was named businesswoman, Mary Norton
hired.
W. Head, chairman of the Depart- departmental chairman in 1974. This Shands, as chairman of the Citizens'
"I hope you'll emphasize again the
ment of Art at Murray State Universi- past spring, he was named by the Advisory Board.
possibility of termination, because I
ty, was appointed to the Kentucky school's alumni association as the
Also named to the 16-niember believe that there are a great many of
Arts Council.
18th recipient of its annual citizens' advisory board Saturday those people who
have been swept up
Apperson was a member of the Ken- Distinguished Professor of the Year were Dot Crutriier, Lexington; Helen
in this and probably have not really
tucky Arts Commission prior to 'award.
Abell, Louisville; Henry Durham, considered the fact that they have
Brown's reorganization of that board.
The new arts council will take on the Greensburg;
Mimi
Martin, taken an oath, the fact that this is now
Louisville; Mac McClure, Clermont; in violation of the law.
Millie Stewart, Frankfort; Mary
"I hope ' they will remove
Louise Duke, Maysville; Larry themselves from the lawbreaker
Stevenson, Newport; James Wen- situation by returning to their posts."
neker, Lexington; Christy Brown,
Transportation Secretary Drew
Louisville; Sally Meigs, Frankfort; Lewis, who also briefed reporters,
Lucy Prichard, Versailles; Roger
Marshall Gordon, president of the serves as coordinator of each group. Davis, Louisville; Richard Bellando,
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of The groups are Economic Develop- Berea; and Phil Lanier, Louisville.
Commerce, has announced appoint- ment, Community/Public Affairs,
The governor also appointed Al
ments to committees for the 1981-82 Organization Development and New Smith,federal co-chairman of the Apyear.
Programs.
palachian Regional Commission and
The single-copy price of The Mur"We are very pleased by the
newspaper publisher, chairman of the
"Over 80 persons have been asked
ray Ledger & Times was increased
response of our members who have inKentuuty arts Council.
dicated a willingness to serve their to work in carrying out the goals set
Nash Cox will serve as director of from 20 to 25 cents today due to higher
costs of newsprint and delivery.
community through chamber ac- for this year," Bill Teuton, chamber the arts council.
Newspaper racks now dispense
tivities," Gordon said."We have tried executive director said.
Other appointees to the council are
papers
with either a quarter, five
to place people in the area of their inThe groups, coordinators and com- Carolyn Kenton, Lexington, viceterest and expertise."
chairman; Barry Bingham Sr., nickels or three dimes no change ).
mittee members are:
Regular subscription prices are unCommittees are grouped by funcSee COMMrITEES,
See ARTS,
changed
and no change is anticipated
tion under a chamber officer who
Page 12, Column 4
Page 12, Column 5
at this time.

Murrayans Among 40 Named
To Department Of Arts Boards

Youth Visits Murray In Exchange Program

French Student To Remember
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Writer
What will be the longest remembrance of the visit of a 16-year-old
French exchange student who returned home last week after spending
three and one-half weeks in Murray?
"The people and the southern
hospitality" was Philippe Mangeot's
quick reply.
Philippe, who was the houseguest of
Jack and Beth Belote of Canterbury
Estates, wasted no time in finding his
"niche" in Murray's speech and
theatre activities.
He assisted with the "Children's
Cultural Adventures in French" for 9and 10-year-olds at the Calloway
County Public library, attended the
Murray State University High School
Speech Institute, and viewed behindthe-scenes"production of ithe MurrayCalloway
County
Community
Theatre's "Anything Goes."
Philippe, who hails from Croissy
Sur Seine, a town of 8,000 close to
Paris, participates in a high school
theatre company which presents six
shows a year.
He was one of 250 French students
in the United States in July "to share
an American life" through a nonprofit organization called NACEL
(North Atlantic Cultural Exchange
League).
Many of the students, recommended by their English teachers to be exchange students,stayed in Tennessee,
while others were in Georgia,
Alabama and Kentucky. This was the
first year students have visited Kentucky.
Mrs. Belote, who has taught high
school Frineh for 18 years at Mayfield
High School, received a request from
a Knoxville, Tenn.,colleague for Kentucky homes to house French

said the government will not offer the
controllers any more money.
"We do not plan to increase our offer to the union," he said.
Reagan said the threat to fire the
controllers was the only action open to
hum
"What lesser action can there be?"
he asked. "The law is very explicit.
They are violatiing the law."
Reagan and Lewis spoke after a
midmorning White House meeting
also attended by Attorney General

William French Smith.
Lewis said beforehand that the
government would not try to put controllers in jail, but would seek civil
penalties and ask to have the union
removed as the controllers' bargaining agent.
Meanwhile, U.S. District Judge
Joyce Green ordered the union and its
leaders to tell the court by 5 p.m. why
they should not be held in contempt of
court for disobeying her order that
-:.ade the strike illegal.

Sunbird 'Suspends'
Nashville Flights
Sunbird Airlines will continue expect a "significant increase"
in
charter flights although the local com- charter flights, Bourne said. He
added
pany has "suspended indefinitely" its Sunbird will fly anywhere
in the
scheduled daily flights to Nashville, United States.
Maurice Bourne, of Sunbird, said toSunbird formerly had three flights
day.
to Nashville scheduled each day.
The action was made since the maThe Nashville flights will "resume
jority of Nashville passengers fly to at a later date," Bourne
said.
the Tennessee airport to "meet ongo"We're holding things in limbo untiling flights" which have'been affected - -we see what happens
nationwide,"
by the national air controllers' strike. Bourne added.
Bourne said.
For questions about flights, dail
Despite the move, Sunbird officials Sunbird at.489-7199.

Area Boy Scouts Attend
1981 National Jamboree
Ninet!.f.n Aff.*914...,*.1111.0.41g.
from Murray, and two scout leaders
from the Four Rivers Council are attending the 1981 National Scout Jamboree.
Brent Clark,Troop 77, Murray,is at
the Fort A.P. Hill Camp, Va., jamboree, which started July 29 and will
end Wednesday. About 30,000 scouts
and leaders from all 50 states, as well
as contingents from more than 25
foreign countries.
"The jamboree is held every four
years and is one of scouting's most exciting events," Hubert Ellison,
Paducah,scout executive,said.
Activities
arehery,
include
orienteering, obstacle courses,
Brent Clark
physical fitness, conservation,
marksmanship, swimming, boating,
"Perhaps the hiost rewarding excanoeing, handicapped awareness perience of all was having the opportuniety
me
ret:tmeet others in scouting from
badgecrafts
and cr
s
festival.
asfrom other nations," Ellison said.

'Hospitality, trail,micompet
midway anditivenevaents,

Although Mrs. Belote had heard of
the NACEL program, she was not
familiar enough with it to recommend
it to her students who wanted to either
house a student or to be an exchange
student in France. She decided the
best way to find out was to offer to be
All Purchase area farmers, farm Danny Cunningham farm for lunch,
a "host family."
supply dealers and manufacturers sponsored by agribusiness and served
Philippe arrived in Knoxville by
have been asked to attend the Univer- by the Purchase Area
Pork Producers
plane and went by bus to Jackson,
sity of Kentucky Cooperative Exten- Association.
Tenn., where the Belotes met him on
sion Service's second annual Double
During the lunch, there will be
the Fourth of July.
Crop No-Till Tour, starting at 9 a.m. several UK specialists
on hand to lead
In addition to Philippe getting to see
Tuesday on the John Tucker farm on discussions and answer questions
cona celebration of an American holiday,
Kentucky 299 near Kirksey in cerning each plot.
Mr. Shirley
he also was treated to an American
Calloway County.
Phillips, associate director --of
celebration of a French holiday when
The tour will include five stops at Cooperative Extension Services, will
the Mayfield High School French Club
various farms in Calloway County. be on hand to discuss no-till farming.
had a Bastille Day celebration.
Farmers on tour will see no-till corn Phillips is a long-time advocate and
Although the celebration, held outwith nine different herbicide pioneer in the area of no-till farming
side the Graves County Public
treatments; no-till corn with in- and author of a popular "No-Till FarLibrary, was hampered by rain, it
secticides; no-till soybeans with dif- ming" book.
featured sack races, games and a picferent row widths and several herIn addition, there will be a
nic supper and, was in Philippe's
bicide treatments; Johnsongrass con- machinery exhibit that will.include a
words,"very lovkly."
....4111■1111111111111
trol in corn; and parallel terraces in demonstration of the new micromax
Bastille Day,observed on July 14, is
corn.
DISCUSSING PLANS — Beth Belote of Murray and French exchange
CDA sprayer; swathers, planters and
a celebration of France's inCounty
Calloway
the
plans
for
discuss
student
Philippe
Mangeot
modified planters.
dependence. "The festival was very
Public library's "Children's Cultural Adventures in french" program.
strong 10 years ago with fireworks
Philippe was the Belote's houseguest for three and one-half weeks
and dancing in the streets," Philippe
before returning to his homeland Wednesday.
said. "However, people do not join in
the celebration now as much as they
did then."
"He looked so puzzled," Mrs. Belote this time around. "I think I made a
The Murray High School French said. "Jack then explained to him that good choice," he said in an interview
Club was not to be outdone by the we use the verb 'fix' to mean 'repair' two days before returning to his
Variable cloudiness tonight
Mayfield group. The local students or 'prepare.' Philippe said he would homeland.
with
a slight chance of showers.
Church Directory
held a swim party in Philippe's honor. — like to see the expeession- ôn ?US
who aspires to be -11
7-aassifieas
10,11 Ana,
Everyam,whether young, old, town— English teacher's face if he used the French journalist, is the only son it
cloudy Tuesday with a
comics
10
or farm resident, was "enchanted and word on an English test when he three children. His father is the direc- -1"
slight chani:e of showers. Highs
Crosswords
10
captured by Philippe's personality," returned home."
tor of a pharmaceutical company,
in the mid 80s
Dear Abby
2
according to Mrs. Belote, who has
while
his
Philippe spent a month last summer
mother teaches
Deaths & Funerals
12
four grown children.
as part of the same program visiting biochemistryait a university affiliated
Dr. Lamb
3
Philippe, who has studied English in with a family in Medina, N.Y. with the University of Paris.
Farm Page
Wednesday through Friday:
6
school for seven
Fmmcm e, Nathajip
Philippes
'seeyouneasiste
years,
is However,that VMS not hiq rizikt opporPartly
cloudy on Wednesday with
fluent in the language and found trou- tunity to use English conversationally 12. IS a middle school student. His
a chance of showers on Thursday
ble only with American collo- as he had visited in Great Britain on older sister, Isabelle, 18, who hopes to
and Friday. Highs will be near 90
quialisms such as when Belote asked two occasions.
be an actress, will study literature
each day and lows will be near 70.
Philippe if he could "fix" him a sandPhilippe specifically requested to
wich.
Page It, Col. 4
see ptift of the southern United States

• :17,- •
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Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.
Calloway County Executive Democratic Committee will meet at 7 p.m. in
the Tennessee Room,
University Center, Murray
State University. Possible
candidates for the unexpired
term of First District
Senator will be interviewed.
The public is invited.
--fTir ladies
Reservations
day luncheon on Wednesday
at the Murray Country Club
should be made by today
with Cecelia Brock, chairman.
Murray-Calloway County
Camera Club will meet at4
p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church. Program
will be on Exposure Meters
and each one should bring
meters and no more than
five pictures of bridges and
buildings. The public is invited.
..m•I•••••

Free blood pressure
checks will be given from 12
noon to 2 p.m. at the SeventhDay Adventist Church,South
15th and Sycamore Streets.
Murray Marathoners will
have a Fun-Run starting at
the Calloway County High
School Track at 6:30 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for
Girls will meet at 7 p.m. at
the lodge hall.

••••

_

Marry In SeptembereA

Community Events Listed
Tuesday, Aug.4
Bethel United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
7 p.m. at the church.

•••-• ••••
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Tuesday, Aug. 4
Wednesday, Aug.5
Parents Anonymotis will
Ladies day activities at the
meet at 6:30 p.m. For infor- Murray Country Club will inmation call 759-1087 or 435- clude youth tennis tourna4385.
ment at 9 a.m. with potluck
at 12 noon; golf with Barbara
Wednesday, Aug.5
Overeaters Anonymous Stacy as hostess and bridge
will meet at 12 noon in the with Flo Hendrickson as
basement of the Baptist Stu- hostess will be at 9:30 a.m.:
luncheon at 12 noon with
dent Union.
Cecelia Brock as hostesses'
Hazel and Douglas Centers chairman.
will be open frorn 10 a.m.to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens. lAinch will
be served at Hazel at 11:45
a.m. and at Douglas at 12
noon.

Mission groups of Cherry
Corner Baptist Church are
meet at 7:30
Murray TOPS (take off scheduled to
church.
the
at
p.m.
will
Club
)
sensibly
pounds
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Flint Baptist Church misCenter, North Seventh and
groups are scheduled to
sion
Olive Streets.
meet at 7 p.m. at the church.

Wednesday, Aug. 5
Pap Smear Clinic will be
held at 1 p.m. at the
Calloway County Health
Department. Women should
call 753-3381 for an appointment.
Lathes day events at the
Oaks Country Club will include golf with Jeanie
Morgan as hostess and
bridge with Henry Montgomery as hostess at 9:30
a.m.

By Abigail Van Buren

Daughter Can't Cope
With Parents' Alcoholism

Miss Li4nnBiiilèczndJimrny Gray Potts

Alcoholics Anonymous will
Ceramic Classes for
employed at Motor Parts
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Carlos Roberts of Almo.
meet at 8 p.m. at the west Senior Citizens will be held
1981
a
is
and Bearings in Murray.
-elect
bride
Route
The
Bailey, Jr., of Murray
end of the Livestock and Ex- from 12:30 to 2 p.m. at the
The wedding vows will be
the engagement graduate of Calloway County
announce
2
position Center.
center at St. John's
d on Friday, Sept.
solemnize
School.
a problem I and approaching marriage High
Episcopal Church. For infor- DEAR ABBY: I am a 12-year-old girl with
at the Flint Bap7
at
p.m.
11,
Ann,
Lori
daughter,
Mr. Potts is the grandson
can't talk to anybody about, and it's getting worse. I'm the of their
ior Citizens Centers mation call 753-0929.
A reception will
Church.
tist
of
son
Potts,
nice
in
a
Gray
house
nice
a
in
Jimmy
live
to
We
Kirksey
children.
of
oldest of three
of Durward Potts
will be open as follows:
the church
in
follow
of
either.
Potts
rich
we
aren't
United
and
Barbara and Shelby
Coldwater
neighborhood. We aren't poor
and the late Mrs. Katie
Hazel and Douglas fronri 10
hall.
p
fellowshi
Mom works part time as a nurse, and Dad works every day Kirksey.
Methodist Church Women a.m. to,,2 p.m.; Ellis from 10
and
Mr.
Potts, and of the late
All friends and relatives
except weekends — and that's when the trouble starts. Dad
Miss Bailey is the grand- Mrs. Commodore Orr.
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
FLOOD GIRL
all
a.m. to ,3 p.m.; Dexter at
drunk
stays
he
and
night
Friday
on
drinking
starts
invited to attend the wedare
Louise
Mrs.
of
daughter
church.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie weekend.
9:30 a.m.,
The groom-elect is a 1977 ding and the reception. Only
the
and
Murray
of
Bailey
are
3
Route
Flood of Murray
When he's drunk he gets mean to Mom, and there's so
and graduate of Calloway County out of town invitations will
Recovery, Inc., will meet
the parents of a baby girl, much yelling and fighting I'm afraid the neighbors will late Martin Bailey, Sr.,
Beginning
and is now be sent.
of
13
Group
at 7:30 p.m. at the Health
of the late Mr. and Mrs. High School
Lori Ann, weighing six hear it.
Murray
the
of
Tennis
Lathes
and
Center, North Seventh
Now Mom has started to drink with him, and she even
pounds nine ounces, measurCountry Club ill play from
Olive Streets.
on Satur- drinks during the daytime when she's home. When Dad
born
inches,
21
ing
6 to 8 p.m. at the club.
they have a big fight.
day, July 25, at 4:50 a.m. at comes home and she's been drinking,
I'm ashamed to
divorce.
a
Second Photography
get
to
are
going
they
afraid
I'm
the Murray-Calloway CounWorkshop, free of charge,
have my friends over, and I don't want to go anywhere
•.•
ty Hospital.
when my parents are drinking because I worry about my Mr. and Mrs. Noblin (N.
will open at the Calloway
is the former brother, who's 9, and my sister, who's 6.
mother
The
C.) Eddings will observe
Public Library, at 7:30 p.m.
Sandra Hughes.
• What can I do, Abby''• Don't tell me to try to talk some their 511th wedding anniverCall 753-2288 for information.
Grandparents are Mr. and sense into them. Who would listen to a 12-year-old kid? sary on Monday, Aug. 10.
ASHAMED IN INDIANAPOLIS The former Graves County
Marvin Flood of MurMrs.
Tuesday, Aug.4
Ola
Mrs.
and
3
Blood River Associational 'Betty Darnell opened her ray Route
are residents were married on
Hughes and the late DEAR ASHAMED: You are not alone. There
I that date in 1931.
Youth Rally featuring Son home for the July 13th Mae
know.
you
more kids with your problem thaj.
of Murray.
Celebration Team and Mur- meeting of the Baptist Justin Hughes
recently read an excellent little book titled, "The Mrs. Eddings, the former
ray State University Basket- Women of the Coldvkter
Secret Everyone Knows." Its author, Cathleen Ruth Shelton,isthe daughter
EilsIGINE DIAGNOSIS
Brooks, grew up with alcoholic parents and knows of the late. Forrest and
ball Player Walt Davis will
PROVIDENCE, R.I. ( AP) what a child must do in order to survive in that
Baptist Church.
Lillian Shelton; and Mr. EdBapFirst
the
be at 7 p.m. at
"Commitment" was the — Diagnosing spark plug environment. She explains alcoholism for the disease
is the son of the late
dings
tist Church.
theme of the program symptoms can help it is and tells kids how to deal with drinking parents Mr. and Mrs. John Eddings,
Valerie
ties.
presented by
motorists prevent future and where to get help in their own communi
all residents of Graves CounGroup II of First Christian Henderson. Each member engine problems, according
It's not only for children. A 40-year-old friend told
ty.
2
at
chromic
of
meet
ago
will
22
years
died
CWF
had
perChurch
to Dave Bowman, technical me that her father
present gave her own
this little book much of In celebration of the occap.m. in the church library sonal testimony.
services manager for an alcoholism, and after reading
she had harbored over sion an open house will be
shame
and
Verna
hostility
anger,
the
s
Mesdame
with
The prayer calender was auto parts manufacturer.
reduced.
greatly
given by their children on
was
the years
Roberts, Imogene Scott, and given by Judy Darnell with
According to Bowman, It's available by writing to: Operation Cork, 8939
Sunday, Aug. 9, in Lincoln,
A-ssie
I
Marge Hays. Mrs.
special prayer for those black, charred-looking spark Villa La Jolla, San Diego, Calif. 92037. If you can
EdPickard will give the pro- missonaries having bir- plugs can mean incorrect ig- send $1 to cover cost of mailing, please do, as it is a Ill., where Mr. and Mrs.
reside.
now
dings
Lenore
gram and Mrs.
thdays on that date by Reba nition timing or fuel with the non-profit organization. If you don't have the dollar,
Cards of congratulations
Moore the devotion.
wrong octane level. White the organization will send one free.
Kelly.
be sent to their home
may
present
insulator
Other members
flakes around the
as.
1522 N. Kankakee
address,
WMU
Church
Baptist
First
were Rhonda Darnell, tip indicate a burnt spark
Street, Lincoln, Ill., 62656.
will- meet at 930 a.m. at the Magadline Manning, Wilma plug. Black oil deposits
DEAR ABBY: A follow-up to Donna in the lost-and-found
chapel of the church.
Jean Sanders, Sue Madding, mean excessive oil consump- departmentof Eastern Airlines in Seattle: It's a good idea to
Nancy Hamilton, Linda Dun- tion in the engine.
put I.D. tags on all your luggage, inside and out, but here's
Blood River Associational can, Emma Lou Adams, and
Brown, grayish-tan ash another suggestion:
FUR TALR
Youth Rally will be held at 7 Fern Darnell.
deposits on the electrodes Put your destination address instead of your home
NEW YORK (AP) —
Everyone Is Invited
p.m. at the Fellowship Hall,
s
The group will meet are normal. They indicate address in the I.D. holders. That way, should your luggage Natural ranch mink is the
sent
be
will
it
located
when
delayed,
or
ed
First Baptist Church.
p.m.
misdirect
lost,
7
be
at
)
(Monday
performare
than
plugs
tonight
the spark
choice of more women
A
To
Hear
where you were!
says Maurice
Olt"
at the home of Mrs. Mann- ing as they should, said to where you are, not
ST. PETERSBURG, FLA. any other fur,
REILLY,
First United Methodist ing.
Series of Gospel Messages
Bowman,of the Fram Corp.
Valette, vice president
la
de
Men's Prayer Breakfast will
He
DEAR REILLY:Smart move rather than depending of Revillon Furs.
beheld at 7 a.m.
mink
ranch
that
estimates
Irish.
the
o'
on the luck
accounts for at least 65 perAlmo, Kentucky
IRA G. CORN, JR.
Benefit rummage sale for
cent of furs sold in the United
Larry
of
the hospital bill
TWOS
States.
.Butler will be held from 6
a
he
wanted
say
to
.
wrote
Sunday Months 11:00—Each Night 7:30
DEAR ABBY: A 7-year-old boy
Mink as well as beaver and
V K84
a.m. to 5 p.m. at the
"It is the wretchedness of
dog, but his mother said no. He asked for your help in muskrat are being sheared
A
9
•
J
Hall.
American Legion
being rich that you have, tp
August 2-7, 19111
persuading his mother to change her mind, and all he got like sheep this year, adds de
•A K 6
Live with rich people."'
from you was a long lecture on what it meant to be a
-Speaker:
is to
Logan P. Smith.
Vulnerable' Both Dealer
responsible pet owner. You asked him who was going to feed la Valette. The idea
and
Jay Lockhart, Sugar Land, Texas
South. The biddingthe dog, walk the dog and clean up any messes it might make it possible to cut
drape the fur more like cloth
make. That made sense.
south West North East
Al)
4
But how come you asked a 7-year-old kid who was going to for a sportier and more high
3 NT
001*00000000
240
1 NT
000.1•01 010 dri*
pass
Declarer wasn't rich for
pay for the dog license, regular examinations at the vet, fashion look.
C
;;;IN"..03
world dole Oa
0).
.
C
.
::C
1:03:0
long after he mangled the
-••••
'shots and the cost of having the dog spayed or neutered?
000coro
play of today's no trump
DILL MURRAY
I want to know how you figure a child that age can come
Opening lead Spade king
game He could have
STRIPES
up with that kind of money?
assured himself a safe way
CURIOUS IN FORT DODGE, IOWA
to score his nine tricks.
Had West won the club
Cd•ritriol C tr • 753.3314
Instead, he got weedy and queen, declarer would still
DEAR CURIOUS:I didn't expect the boy to come up
Hwy Thar. 8/6
the defenders got the plus have had nine tricks. In the with the money. I mentioned it to let every kid who
7:05 9:15
score.
actual layout. the club wants a dog know that it costs money to be a
/North wasn't sure about finesse wins and declarer responsible pet owner, and while dogs'need trees —
how to bid his hand and can run off 10 sure winners money doesn't grow on them!
0
•
-ather than struggle with to make his game and
•
•
•
oidding problems. he decid- rubber.
•
•
ed to let South play the
•
Bid with Coro
game. Not a wise choice:
•
off
your:
them
get
you
if
better
feel
You'll
s?
Problem
•
North would have been the
•
chest. Write to Abby: 12060 Hawthorne Blvd., Suite•
favorite to score a club South holds 8-3-B
5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250. For a personal reply,
•
game.
•
40 4
please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Dummy's spade ace won
•'
•Q J 109
•
•
the first trick and declarer
•
*Q 8 7 4 3
/1* dillmOr Welathe
•
his
•
cash
couldn't wait to
1011000 sensnors.
•Q 7 5
•
•
HARNISON FORD
t•
clubs. A club to his ace
•
•
•
brought a discard from
S .
•
West and the game fell out North South
5•
NT
1
1*
0
could
•
of reach. Declarer
2*
•
cross to dummy's diamond
•
king to finesse in clubs but
•
Excellent
•
then there would be no entry ANSWER: Pass. but not
•
Declarer diamond support
suit
the
run
to
•
or
s
7:15,9:30
justify
Ladie
Men's
to
strength
enough
•
made a desperate try by
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Darnell-Bundy Weddi
Mr. and Mrs. Hyland K.
Darnell of Murray Route 1
announce the engagement
and approaching marriage
of their daughter, Sharon
Kay,to Larry Wayne Bundy,
son of Warren W. Bundy of
216 N. Blanche, Mounds,Ill.
Miss Darnell is a graduate
of Calloway County High
School. She is presently
employed by the Murray
Drug Corp.
Mr. Bundy, a graduate of
Edwardsville High School,
Edwardsville, Ill., served
four years in the United
States Air Force. A graduate
of the Quincy Technical
Schools, Quincy, Ill., he is
now employed by Quality
Service Company.
The wedding vows will be
exchanged on Saturday,
Sept. 26, at 2 p.m. at the Coldwater Church of Christ. A
reception will follow at the
church.
All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Planned

Rainey'
In the April issue of
"Farm Wife" is the following item. It is something
with which I think most of us
can identify.
"You know you're in a
small town when:
"Third Street is at the
edge of town.
-Every sport is played on
dirt.
"The editor and publisher
of the newspaper carries a
camera at all times.
"You don't use your turn
signal because everybody
knows where you're going.
You are born on June 13
and your family receives
gifts from the local merchants because you were the
first baby of the year.
"You speak to each dog
you pass by name, and he

Miss Sharon Kay Daniell
and Larry Wayne Bundy

Planned Wednesday At Murray Club
be served at 12 noon with
Cecelia Brock as chairman
of the hostesses. Reservations should be made by today by calling Mrs. Brock.
Other hostesses will be

"I Showed Him"
Simone P. Taylor
promised her son
Christopher, that
when he returned
from school she
would weigh between
125 to 130 lbs. Chris
said, sure mom, not
convinced.
fully
Simone lost 25 lbs. in
6 weeks, plus she
learned how to maintain her weight and
enjoy much better
health.

And You Can Too
LOSE 17 TO 25 POUNDS
IN JUST 6 WEEKS!
... And that rate of reduction can be sustained

Brenda Maddox, Marge
Shown, Ann Taylor, Susan
Hargrove, Rebecca West,
Frances Ritchey, Jo Elkins,
Eleanor Diuguid, Dorothy
Overbey, Mary Hall, Lou
Ann Philpot,Susan McNelly,
Donna Carr, Pat Holt, and
Aurelia Batts.
.
Bridge
Bridge will be played at
9:30 a.m. with Flo Hendrickson as hostess.
Tennis
The Youth Tennis Tournament will start at 9 a.m. A
potluck luncheon will be
served at noon.
Golf
The women will play golf
starting at 9:30 a.m. with
Barbara Stacy as hostess.
Anyone not listed in the
lineup may be paired at the
tee, and any person listed
and unable to be present is
asked to call Mrs. Stacy at
753-0000.
The lineup is as follows:
9:30 a.m. — No. 1 tee —
Jerlene Sullivan, Frances
Hulse, Betty Jo Purdom,and
Mary Bogard.
9:35 a.m. — No. 1 tee —
Anna Mary Adams, Jane
Fitch, Judy Muehleman,and
Nancy Fandrich; No. 4 tee —
Betty Scott, Frances Parker,
Exie Hill, and Pam Mavity;
No. 7 tee — Martha Sue
Ryan, Rebecca Irvan, and

until you have lost 50, 75 or even 100 pounds
and more. Join the thousands of men and
women all across the United States and
Canada who are learning how to lose weight
and keep it off, at Diet Center.

The Diet Center program Is based on sound
nutrition and private, daily counseling. There
are no shots, no drugs and no contracts. You
will not only lose weight quickly and safely, you
will learn the proper food selection and
preparation techniques that will help you stay
slim and healthy for life!

753-0020
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE CONSULTATION!

/
1
40
AT THE Los

DEAR DR. LAMB — For
several years I have had
stomach problems and I
have had lots of X-rays. No
doctor has yet told me that I
have an ulcer, yet I have a
tremendous problem with
digestive acids. There are
times when it is so strong
that acid seems to be in my
mouth.
I have tried moot of the
antacids, Probanthine,
Libra: and other medications, yet I am never free of
this acid.
One day I read an article
about Tagamet and I have
been taking it for two-and-ahalf years. During this time
I've felt fine and have no
side effects. Then I read an
article that stated that
cimetidine is one of the
drugs the FDA plans to have
leaflets for. As a layman I
cannot understand why. Is
there a danger of side
effects with prolonged use?
DEAR READER — No
medicine is absolutely safe.
When Tagamet (cimetidine)
was first approved by the
FDA it was for short-term
use only. There have been a
number of side effects
reported. These include
mental confusion, particularly in the elderly, decrease
of white blood cells that
defend the body from infections, tumors of the Leydic
cells of rat testicles,
enlarged breasts in men,
mild and transient diarrhea,
muscular pain, dizziness and
rash. All of these are listed
in the Physician's Desk Reference describing the
actions and adverse effects
of the drug.
This does not detract
from its proper use in
selected cases but it is my
opinion that the drug is

'

Kim Dodd's
School Of Twirl
Baton Lessons
Starting Aug. 24th
in
Murray and Benton
For Pre-Registration

Call 492-8936

A Pap Smear Clinic will be held at the Calloway County
Health Center on Wednesday, Aug. 5, at 1 p.m. This test is
free to all women.
For an appointment persons may call 753-3381.

(OfInterest To

CARTWRIGHT BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L.
Cartwright of Mayfield announce the birth of a baby
boy, Luke Wilson, born on
Thursday, July 30, at 1:50
p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds seven ounces and
measured 201
/
2inches.
They have another son,
Joshua, 18 months. The
father is a career agent for
pageant.
the Kentucky Farm Bureau.
The next morning the
Grandparents are Mr. and
group will go to Eureka Spr- Mrs. Robert N. Cartwright
ings, Ark., for a special tour of Elkton and Mr. and Mrs.
of the area and to see The Walter N. Wilson of
Great Passion Play that Clarksville, Tenn.
evening. They will return
--home on Aug. 13.
Edward Benes resigned as
Tickets are $142 which in- president off Czechoslovakia
cludes rooms, tickets to the in 1938, rather than approve
plays, breakfast, one dinner,
a Communist Constitution.
and tips. For information Benes and Thomas A.
call Mrs. Thomas at 753-8274 Masaryk had been heroes of
or 753-0929.
the Czech freedom move--The United States and ment and established the
Japan announced final republican state after the
agreeent on terms for the fall of Austria in 1918. In
return of the island of 1945, Benes returned to the
Okinawa to Japan on June 9, presidency after the country
as freed from Nazi control.
1971.

Senior Citizens

Missouri-Arkansas Tour
Planned For Next Week

VISA'
Diet Center. Inc

Beth Belote.
9:40 a.m. — No. 1 tee —
Betty Lowry, Venela Sexton,
Evelyn Jones, and Dorothy
Fike; No. 4 tee — Cathryn
Garrott, Louise Lab, Chris
Graham, and Euldene
Robinson; No. 7 tee — Toni
Hopson, Rowena Cullom,
Betty Hinton, and Sue
Brown.
9:50 a.m. — No. 1 tee —
Inus Orr, Faira Alexander,
Diane Villanova, and
Margaret Shuffett; No. 4 tee
— Frances Parker, Peggy
Shoemaker,
Nancy
Schempp, and Jo Benson;
No. 7 tee — Wilda Purdom,
Margaret Franklin, and Sue
Parsons.
10 a.m. — Doris Cella, Ve
Severson, Rebecca Dublin,
and Judy Krouse.
10:10 a.m. — Barbara
Stacy and Nancy Orr.
Winners
Winners of play for July 29
have been announced by
Nancy Fandrich as follows:
Championship — Betty Jo
Purdom.
First flight —Inus Orr.
Second flight — Pam
Mavity.
Third flight — Ann Haney.
Fourth flight — Rebecca
Irvan.
Low putts — tie between
Frances Hulse and Mary
Boger

Pap Smear Chn

YOU CAN DO IT TOO!

ottk

•One-third of teens do not
"You miss a Sunday at
church and receive a get know the number of disciples
Jesus had, while one in five
well card.
"Someone asks how you among.regular churchgoers
feel, and then listens to what flunk this question.
Still, Gallup says, his poll
you say".
show many positive trends.
• • •
George Gallup, Jr., notes Downward slides in
"the sorry state of biblical membership and participaknowledge in our nation and tion in religious aspects have
the shocking lack of bottomed out, and "we may
knowledge about the basics be seeing a turn-around in
of our faith." He cites the religion in America. The
vitality of the churches could
following examples:
*Six in ten teenagers are be the surprise of the
unable to name any of the 1980's."
• • •
four Gospels of the New
What
ever
you do, don't
Testament; four in ten teens
who attend church cannot do miss the Community
Theatre's production of Cole
so.
*Three in ten teens say Porter's "Anything Goes."
they do not know what It is fun from beginning to
religious happening is end, so be there this next
week-end, August 6-8.
celebrated at Easter.
• • •
Congratulations are in
order for Sharon (Mrs.
Fred) Wells and Mug ( Mrs.
Joe) Rigsby. They won the
Doubles Championship for
the B. Group at the Murray
Country Club. It occurred on
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D. Sharon's
birthday, which
made it sweeter. Mug
overused in cases where it is this condition developed
not indicated. It is not a bacterial endocarditis as a
Rigsby said the most endearmedicine to be used for complication of having his ing comment when it was all
undiagnosed and ill-defined teeth cleaned and having over, she happily laughed
digestive complaints.
failed to consider that a denAnd it is not a substitute tal procedure includes hav- and said, "I may never pass
this way again." What a
for well-balanced ulcer ing your teeth cleaned.
quote!
management,
which
Anyone with valvular
includes attention to life disease, either from a constresses and diet. To give genital defect, or from rheuyou a better idea on manag- matic heart disease or from
have lion good aolkovity t7
Tli
L
.
e\_
N
raids and
ing ulcers and stomach acid- a mitral valve prolapse rj Mace To Get TootGALLISY
haniae k RtAMERS
ity problems, I am sending should have antibiotics in
you The Health Letter num- sufficient amounts before,
7
ber 15-10, Understanding during and immediately
3
Ulcers and Acidity.
after any dental work, surOthers who want this gery and during any respiraissue can send 75 cents with tory infection. Cleaning
7
a long, stamped, self- teeth can release a large
7
addressed envelope for it to number of bacteria into the
me, in care of this newspa- circulation temporarily.
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio These can lodge on a damCity Station, New York, NY aged or defective heArt
10019.
valve causing bacterial
meerav.kv.
Your treatment should be endocarditis.
under the supervision of a
physician and you should
rely on him for advice concerning your overall
management, which I hope
includes more than just taking Tagamet.
DEAR DR. LAMB —
Does your recommendation
that people with heart valve
problems have antibiotics
before having their teeth
cleaned or any dental work
apply to a boy with a mitral
valve prolapse?
A murmur was detected
at age 14 but the doctor said
it was only necessary for
antibiotics when he had any
teeth extractions or before
and after surgery. He gets a
cough whenever he has a
cold.
DEAR READER — It
definitely does. One of my 4
I
2•:
s
physician patients who had

wags at you.
You dial a wrong number
and talk for 15 minutes
anyway.
"You are run off math
street by a combine.
"You can't walk for exercise because every car that
passes offers you a ride.
"You get married and the
local paper devotes a
quarter page to the story.
"You drive into the ditch
five miles out of town and
word gets back to town
before you do.
"The biggest business in
town sells farm machinery.
You write a check on the
wrong bank and it covers it
for you.
'"the pick-ups on Main
Street outnumber the cars
three to one.

Ulcer management

Ladies Day Events-

Ladies day activities have
been planned for Wednesday, Aug. 5, at the Murray
Country Club.
Luncheon
A ladies day luncheon will

By RAINEY APPERSON

1981

Walnut Plaza Suite 203

Murray-Calloway
The
County Senior Citizens Tour
Director, Toopie Thomas,
has a trip planned to Branson, Mo., and Eureka Springs, Ark., for Aug. 11, 12,
and 13.
Mrs. Thomas said the bus
will leave at 7 a.m. on Aug.
11 from the parking lot at
North Fourth and Walnut
Streets for the first night at
Branson, Mo., and to attend
the Shepherd of the Hills
r±d El' (51

REVIVAL
At

LEDBETTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Prayer Band 7 p.m.
Services Start 7:30 p.m.
August 3 Thru

Brother James R. Hale
Pasta al Hardin Baptist Chards
WI k The banpelist
• EVERYONE WELCOME
BMW Only N. Did,Pastor 01
lAkihr 11161 Climb

DMkOy.NEQu1346San
Itale 3
Munn, Ky.

lartrilan*all""mr
We are pleased to announce that Scarlet
White, bride-elect of Andy Ryan has selected her
china from our complete
bridal registry.
Scarlet and Andy. will
be married Aug. 29th,
1981
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TOUCH-TRONIC 2000
MEMORY MACHINE.
One of the world's most advanced sewing machines is also one of the easiest to use. So you
can spend less time-on the mechanics of the
machine and more time on creating something
beautiful. Just touch a button for sew ing any of
25 different stitches. With a Flip& Sew• panel,
one-step buttonholer and more. Made in U.S.A.

Remnant
Fabrics
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10 Years Ago

Plane Travel Up In Air
By BRIAN FRIEDMAN
Associated Press Writer
Travelers faced delayed, and
canceled flights today and scrambled
to find alternate means of
transportation as a controllers' strike
snarled air traffic across the nation.
The airports were kept open by
supervisory personnel and by controllers who defied their union's strike
call. But some flights were canceled
even before the walkout began at 7
a.m. and others left behind schedule,
with longer delays expected as the
day wore on.
Amtrak said business was brisker
than usual — particularly between
Washington and New York. Rental
car agencies were swamped by people
who planned to drive instead of fly.
And bus lines braced for a boom.
Ninety musicians from the
Oklahoma Youth Orchestra waited
with crossed fingers at the Oklahoma
City airport. They worked for months
to raise more than $200,000 for a concert tour of China. "We're at their
mercy," said Director Legh Burns.
"If ... our flight from here to the West
Coast is canceled, our trip ... is
canceled and there is nothing we can
do about it."
Burns said at mid-morning that
Trans World Airlines had promised
the group priority and told him his
flight would leave at 3:30 p.m.
In San Francisco, United Airlines
spokeswoman Sharon Lingi.s said at
least 2,000 people were in the terminal, trying to get,flights out. "We
are handling those folks on an individual basis," she said, adding that
the airline had 'cancelled 14 morning
flights.
"I have to get hack to London
tonight," said Lucy Regan, 29, of
England, as she stood at Boston's
Logan International Airport. Mrs.
Regan said her visitor's visa expires
today and added, "My husband's
waiting for me."
Phil Orlandella, a spokesman for
the Massachusetts Port Authority,
said that delays as of 9 a.m. were running up to 20 minutes. "Planes are
taking off pretty smoothly," he said.
"We're operating over 50 percent, as
far as takeoffs and arrivals. All major
airlines are getting planes off the
ground." He said nine supervisors
were handling chores in the control
tower, which normally is staffed by 20
controllers.
Many changed their plans and
traveled Sunday to avoid the strike.
Others relied on the airlines' promises
to operate at least some flights. "People will get to their destinations,"
vowed Brent Baslcfield, a Northwest
Airlines spokesman in Minneapolis.
In Miami, Eastern Airlines President Frank Borman visited the
airline's ticket lobby there just before
the strike began to promise to "do

Business Mirror
NEW YORK (AP) — No denying it:
Among the beneficiaries of the new
tax bill are lawyers, accountants and
financial advisers who will earn lots
of money interpreting and advising.
But there's something for you,too.
And for others — for business people, investors, the poor, the rich, the
saver, the young, the old, the retireeto-be. It's been called a Christmas
tree. Barring a blown fuse, it may
grow bigger, brighter.
Because of the tax-cut concept — to
nourish thrift and promote privatesector production — the impact could
• spread. Investments in securities
might be spurred. Factory modernization should be, less costly.
Research and development may be
encouraged. Troubled savings and
loans might be bolstered. Home mortgage funds conceivably could be
more available.
With the assistance of Ira Shapiro,
national director of tax services for
Coopers and Lybrand, the accounting
firm, here are some highlights and insights, some interpretations and even
a bit of advice.
A caution, for example, to savers in
the lower income tax brackets who
might seek tax-exempt All-Saver Certificates, to be offered by banks and
savings institutions: The certificates
could be a poor choice.
The reason: interest on the certificates is limited to 70 percent of the
Treasury Bill rate, so benefits would
accrue mainly to those in tax brackets
of 30 percent or more. A low-bracket
saver might be better served by a
higher-interest though taxed investment. The new law allows individuals
to earn $1,000 and couples $2,000 of interest tax-free.
Among other consequences, the 20
percentage point 'reduction is expected to encourage securities investments. It could have a secondary
impact: To assure being taxed at no
more than 50 percent, some small
tiusinesses have shunned incorporation. The impediment is now removed.
Inventiveness is also spurred, at
least in theory. The new law allows a
25 percent tax credit — a credit is bet-

everything possible to keep the planes
flying."
As early morning shifts ended,
members of the Professional Air Traffic Controllers Organization began
walking off the job at airports and
traffic control centers from New York
to Minneapcgis,:dilthough picket lines
were not set up at all locations.
Officials at Amtrak added additional cars to trains and rental car
companies beefed up the number of
cars available at airports. At
Greyhound, bus drivers were ordered
to stand by for overtime duty, said
spokesman Robert Pallagi in New
4.7
York.
On Sunday, major airports reported
business was "like after a holiday" as
travelers hurriedly changed
schedules, flooded airlines and carrental agencies with calls and complained about changing their travel
plans because of the threatened
strike.
"There's no panic. It's not like last
time," said Darnell Rook, a Trans
World Airlines customer service
agent at O'Hare International Airport
in Chicago. He referred to the controllers'averted strike in June.
"It's mostly the families going on
vacation who are really upset. They
worry about who's going to pay the
hotel bills if they have to stay,extra
days," Rook said.
The Federal Aviation Administration said its plans called for asking
airlines operating in 23 major cities to
voluntarily reduce flights. It said
priority would be given to flights of
more than 500 miles.
Despite the FAA's plans, however,
there was some confusion about how
much air service would be cut. A
spokesman for the Port Authority of
New York and New Jersey said service at Kennedy, LaGuardia and
Newark airports would be slashed as
much as 70 percent. But spokesmen
for the airlines said they planned to
operate at near-normal schedules.
"The FAA has assured us that they
will have the personnel to operate the
airport towers and to handle a majority of the flights," said Tom Meyers,
an Eastern Airlines spokesman.
Officials at surface transportation
companies reported heavier-thanusual business, although some compared the increase in referrals to a
normally busy summer weekend.
Many callers to Amtrak, car-rental
companies and bus lines merely
wanted information.
Inquiries to Amtrak's central reservation telephone number were up
about 15 percent to 20 percent, said
spokesman Jung Ha Lee in
Washington. He added that Amtrak
w9gLd'imp1ement a "holiday plan" in
the- event of a strike — "beefing up
station posts, stocking more food on
the trains and adding more cars to
each trip."

By JOHN CUNN1FF
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The Upward Bound Program at
Murray State University was given a
"Maximum Effort" rating yesterday
by its national director because of its
complete student and staff involvement.
Deaths reported include Otto G.
Jones, 78, Mrs. Myrtle Mama, 84,
Bert Cashon, 79, and Mrs. Florene
Watson, 76.
"Ramesus," story of Moses, is now
being shown for the second season at
the amphitheatre at Kenlake State
Park,Aurora.
Cathy Christopher and Nancy
Spann, officers of the Murray 1-figh
School Student Council, attended a
workshop at Georgetown, sponsored
by the Kentucky Association of Student Councils. They were accompanied by Mrs. Maurice Christopher.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Ricketts on July 30.
A surprise birthday dinner was held
honoring Bernard Rowland on his 76th
birthday on July 24 by his daughters,
Mrs. Bernice McClure of Toledo,
Ohio, and Mrs. Maureen Ragsdale of
Almo Heights. The event was held at
the Ragsdale home.

20 Years Ago

Agree Or Not

By S.C. Van Caron

Bright Fiscal Star
FRANKFORT — The one bright
star remaining in Kentucky's fiscal
firmament is the Teachers Retirement System that was called upon by
Gov. John Young Brown Jr. to contribute $9.5 million toward the state's
projected budget shortfall this year.
This is a part of the $100 million
sought from all state agencies whose
budgets were trimmed about five percent across the board last week.
Since Teachers Retirement gets its
state budget funding "on-the-line" instead of being spread out through the
budget year, a check for $9 million
was written to the General Fund. The
other half million was reduction from
the operating budget. The $9 million
was contribution toward funding the
state retirement, the part the state
matches each year.
Pat Miller, director of Teachers
Retirement,said the organization had
an exceptionally good investment
year in 1980-81 and was able to help in
the budget shortage because of some
"windfall earnings."
The Teachers Retirement System is
funded by 7.75 percent contribution
from teachers and a matching
amount from the state general fund
appropriated by the legislature.
When the system was established in
1942, the state agreed to full funding
for retiring teachers with prior service and is still far behind in meeting

its contributions on this score, according to Miller.
The legislature at times has failed
to meet this obligation because the
fund was in such stable financial position that the legislature thought the
money could be used better elsewhere
and left it up to succeeding legislative
sessions to make up these deficits.
However,the 1978 legislature began
to make up this difference and contributed a 3.75 overmatch, Miller explained. He said the state has always
contributed the overmatch to the
State Employees Retirement System.
The Judicial Retirement System,
created by the 1960 legislature, was
not asked for a reduction and the
Legislative Retirement System,
established by the 1980 legislature,
riceived the same treatment since it
is just starting.
A clause in the state budget provides that the governor may deal with
budget shortages and surpluses
without calling the legislature into
session. This practice has gone on for
years, but the governor has been
given much more leeway since 1970.
The 1980 budget is the first in recent
memory that has not met the
estimates provided by the departments of finance and revenue, with
the exception of slight shortruns during the Combs and Breathitt administrations.
Combs shifted the state payroll

Letters To The Editor
Murray On The Right Track

from a monthly to a semi-monthly
basis and thereby projected a halfmonth's pay into the new fiscal year.
When C•ov. Louie B. Nunn took over
from Gov. Edward T. Breathitt, he
was faced with a $25 million deficit
that Breathitt had started to correct
with an economy move instituted in
December after the general election.
One practice used by several administrations to carry over a "public
image"surplus is carry bills from the
last month of the fiscal year over to
thanext year.
Tlitire is some legitimacy to the
wailing of the state administration
about the shortage and blaming the
national government for reducing
contributions to the state, thereby
creating a shortfall in funds for services mandated by the federal
government.
However, not all of this is to be laid
at the feet of the federal government
for Gov. Brown had to reduce last
year's budget estimate by $185 million
in March, just a little more than a
month after President Reagan took
office.
Politicians always look for a
scapegoat.
+++
Note to Gov. Brown, Re; cutting
teacher pay:
KRS 157.420 Paragraph 1: The
average salary paid any rank of
teachers shall be at least equivalent to
the amount set forth in bienniel
budget schedule for each rank and experience for a term of 185 days.
KRS 158.070 Paragraph 3: Each
local board of education shall use four
(4) days of the minimum school term
for in-service professional development and planning activities for the
professional staff without the
presence of pupils.
When and where does the governor
get the authority to reduce the
number of school days by two from
the mandated 185 and to cut teacher
pay two days "because they don't
work the two" he has cut?

The director of the National Park
Service, Conrad Werth,today advised
Cong. Frank A. Stubblefield that his
agency endorsed the plan to develop a
national recreational area between
the Tennessee and Cumberland
Rivers in Kentucky and Tennessee.
Deaths reported include Verne 0.
Kyle.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
met Aug. 1 with Judge Protem Nat
Ryan Hughes presiding in the absence
of Judge Waylon Rayburn who- is attending the national Woodmen of the
World convention.
The Rev. Jackie Geurin will be the
evangelist at the Sugar Creek Baptist
Church starting Aug.7.
J. W. Clark was the winner of the
$50 savings bond given away by the
Bank of Murray at the Calloway County Jaycee Fair.
Charles David Richardson, 17 year
old son of Mr. and Mrs. MG.
Richardson, returned home on July 29
after a trip to California. He left June
19 with $100 and returned with one
cent. He walked or hitchilted nearly
All of the time.
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Murray and Calloway County were
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ter than a deduction — for money
spent on research and development
beyond the average of previous years.
If a company's R&D budget is $100,000
more,it will earn under the new bill a
$25,000 credit. Again, an effort to spur
modernization.
Those people who worry that Social
Security has become a questionable
promise, can apply at least a partial
remedy of their own under the new
law. The maximum tax-free contribution to individual Keogh plans(for the
self-employed) has been doubled to
$15,000 a year.
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Bible Thought

30 Years Ago
M-Sgt. Robert L. 13azzell, son of Mr.
and Mrs. A. L. Bazzell, has been
discharged from active duty with the
Organized Reserve Corps of the
Medical Replacement Training
Center of Brooke Army Medical
Center,FortSam Houston,Texas.
Deaths reported include Oscar
Williams,70.
A large number of persons have
passed the swimming courses COW
ducted by the Calloway County
,
Chapter of the American Red Cross,
according to Mrs. Joe Pace,
secretary.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. L. B. Duncan on July 30, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. James Hamlet on
July 30, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Johnnie Brandon on July 31.
The Rev. Dr. Redford Turner,
Paducah, will be the evangelist at the
revival, Aug. 5 to 11, at the Hazel
Methodist Church, according to the
pastor,the Rev.-CL:Page.
Margaret Graves of Cumberland
Falls spent the weekend with her
aunt, Mrs. Rob Mason, at her home,
"The Oaks."

Today In History
4'11y The Associated Press
is Monday, Aug. 3, the 215th
T
980. There are 150 days left in
day
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Aug. 3, 1492, Christopher Columbus set sail from Spain on an expedition that resulted in the European
discovery of America.
On this date:
In 1675, the French defeated Dutch
and Spanish fleets in the Bay of Palermo and took the island of Sicily.
In 1780, during the American
Revolution, Benedict Arnold was put
in command of the fortifications at
West Point, N.Y.
In 1951, it was disclosed that 90
cadets at the U.S. military academy
at West Point had been dismissed for
cheating.
And in 1973, the Justice Department
ordered a new investigation into the
deaths of four Kent State University
students. The four had been gunned
down by Ohio National Guardsmen
during an anti-war protest three years
earlier.
Ten years ago: Cuba closed its embassy in Madrid because of a
deadlock in trade talks with Spain.
Five years ago: the death toll from
the mysterious "Legionnaires
disease" rose to 20 in Pennsylvania,
as doctors intensified their search to
identify the cause of the illness.
One year ago: Hurricane Allen
stormed across Barbados, downing
power lines, causing widespread
flooding and forcing hundreds to head
for shelters.
Today's birthdays: Singer Tony
Bennett is 55 years old. Actor Martin
Sheen is 41.
Thought for today: Life is like an
onion; you peel it off one layer at a
time, and sometimes you weep. —
author Carl Sandburg (1878-1987).
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Underground Coal Mining Is In Progress At National Forest

By DENLsEFrrz:PATRICK
Associated Press Writer
Mention Daniel Boone National Forest to many Kentuckians, and they'll tell you
it's a good place to enjoy
camping, fishing and other
outdoor pursuits.
But there's another activi-

ty going on in the eastern
Kentucky recreation and
wilderness area that's not as
obvious to many visitors —
underground coal mining.

ding to Bob Reynolds, U.S.
Forest Service staff officer
in charge of lands and inining•
This has caused no real
problems, but Forest SerThere are now eight min- vice
officials are worried
ing operations in progress in that
a current legal case
Daniel Boone Forest, accor- may
change the situation.
Some of the current mine
sites are leased to private
mining companies through a
complicated Bureau of Land
Management process.
Others are located on
By TIMOTHY HARPER
tang on a park bench when a forest property once owned
Associated Press Writer
passing car hit a pothole and
by private individuals who
NEW YORK (API — This careened into her. The still
retain mineral rights to
city has maps of subways woman was hospitalized for the
lands.
and maps of streets, maps of three years before she died.
museums and maps, of
—A father inadvertently
theaters. Now, thanks to steered his infant son's
Harvey Weitz and his stroller into a pothole during
associates, there also are a Sunday morning walk. The
maps of potholes.
baby's head pitched onto the
Weitz is a man who takes street, and he suffered perpotholes very seriously. He's manent brain damage.
president of the Big Apple
"The man was swallowed
Pothole and Sidewalk Pro- up by the pothole," Weitz
tection Committee. It's no says.
joke.
The Big Apple Pothole and
Members of the committee Sidewalk Protection Compay $1,000 a year to belong. mittee was formed a year
And they've already spent ago after the city enacted a
$100,000 to put the city's law limiting suits by people
potholes on paper.
claiming injuries because of
poor street and sidewalk
Before that, they hired maintenanc
e.
people to drive and walk
The law bars such claims,
every street and sidewalk in
which have been costing the
New York's five boroughs to city between $10 million and
find the hazards and file for- $15 million
a year in court
mal notices with the city. judgments and out-of-court
The group claims that it was settlements, unless the
responsible for 60,000 of the crack,crumble or crater had
73,000 complaints filed in the been reported to the city at
last year.
least 15 days earlier.
Many cities have potholes,
Sam Sharff, a lawyer for
especially in the Northeast, the American Insurance
where communities are Association, says the New
older and winters are harsh. York law is unusual, and
But Weitz says: "I think people injured as a result of
New York has the worst a pothole in moSt-dties can
potholes. Our city's road- sue even if there have been
ways are in pretty terrible no complaints about that
condition."
particular pothole.
But mere esthetics do not
The city, which couldn't
motivate the Big Apple keep up with the complaints
Pothole and Sidewalk Pro- when
they were being filed
tection Committee.
one at a time, recently went
These people are trial to court to have the maps
lawyers, motivated by a declared insufficient notice.
desire to earn a living and
But a judge ruled that the
protect the victims of gaping maps were sufficient notice
holes in the street and cracks and noted that they were acin the sidewalk.
tually more detailed than the
Weitz cites some ex- city's own records for
amples:
potholes and
cracked
—A young mother was sit- sidewalks.

Committee Makes Maps
Of 'Big Apple' Potholes

In all cases, the mining is
confined to underground
operations that are not obtrusive to the general public.
"It's kind of confusing,"
said Reynolds. "There's one
situation where the government owns the surface
(land) and the coal
underneath. Then's there
another situation where the
government owns the land,
but a private individual owns
the coal."
The underground mining
has so far caused no problems, he said, since companies that operate mines on
forest lands are strictly

governed by a set of federal
environmental rules.
But now, Stearns Mining
Co. is seeking a federal permit to strip mine on a tract of
land inside forest boundaries.
Attorneys for the company
argue that Stearns retains
unlimited mineral rights to
the 16-acre tract that date
from a 1937 deed.
Forest officials say the
dispute, set for hearing Sept.
16 in U.S. District Court at
London, could serve as a test
case for Kentucky.
If Steams wins the court
battle, around one-third of

the total acreage of Daniel
Boone Forest could eventually be subject to strip
mining, according to
Reynolds.
"We are maintaining that
the reservation of mineral
rights carries with it the
right to surface mine," said
Ben Fowler of Stites, McElwayne and Fowler, the
Frankfort law firm
representing Stearns.
He said the mining permit
is "really a question of
ownership and not an environmental issue."
Strip mining is already being done on some privately-

J 4Lon
7
MiM1Ilim

owned land within the boundaries of Daniel Boone National Forest, Fowler said.
He also said that government officials have exaggerated the dangers of strip
mining in the forest.
"When they say a third of
the land could be opened to
strip mining," said Fowler,
"they're assuming all that
land contains coal. No one
has said that the entire area
has coal."
But forest officials, who
fear that strip-mining in the
forest will cause serious environmental problems, are
ready for a fight.

1M
•
I

•'Mine companies were not
responsible in the early
years," said Reynolds.
"There were practically no
environmental regulations,
and it made things hard for
the Forest Service. There
was severe damage from
acid drainage."
He said poor construction
at some underground mine
operations "still causes
some problems."
••We're not against rruning," said Reynolds. But
strip mining has a much
greater affect on the surface, and we do object to that
form of mining."
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State CAP Suspends
Search For Airplane
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) —
The Kentucky Civil Air
Patrol is suspending its
search for a plane last heard
from July 20, according to
Kentucky Wing CAP Commander Col. Lee Tucker.
A 12-day search for the
plane piloted by Harold W.
Nicholson Jr-, 23, of Merriville, Ind. and also carrying the pilot's parents
Harold W. Nicholson Sr. and
wife Alice, was suspended at

Britain's royal family
adopted the name Windsor in
1917, giving up all German
titles and the dynastic
names of Saxe-CoburgGotha. The names had been
acquired through the marriage of Queen Victoria to
Prince Albert.

sundown Sunday.
The Cessna 172 in which
the three were flying left
Bluefield, W. Va., and was
en route to Griffith, Ind.,
Tucker said.
CAP wings from four
states logged 13,000 man
hours and covered over
62,000 square miles in search
of the plane.
Tucker said that in Kentucky every area east of Lexington from the Ohio River
to the Tennessee border has
been searched at least once
from the air. It took 260 flying hours to cover the area,
he said.
If any leads arise, Tucker
said, the CAP will reactivate
the search. West Virginia,
Indiana and Illinois CAP
wings had also been searching and have also suspended flights.
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Countryside Migration, Housing Construction

Farm Land Is Being Converted

WASHINGTON, D. C. —
'Migration to the countryside
and increased housing construction in rural areas are
among the leading causes of
farm land conversion and
the loss of U. S. agricultural
land, according to the National Agricultural Lands
Study NALS).
In a recently-released
final report, the study examines the causes of farm
land conversion and recommends ways to curtail the
loss.
The highest rates of
population growth, NALS
points out, are occuring in
the open countryside and
unincorporated areas — a

trend that is making severe
inroads upon some of the nation's most productive
agricultural land. The study
reveals that in the 1979's:
+More than forty percent
of all U.S. housing was built
on rural land, and at the
same time there was a twenty percent increase in the
number of households formed nationwide:
+In the top 100 counties
ranked according to the
value of their farm products,
the population grew at nearly twice the national rate;
+There was a surge in
economic activity in rural
America, especially new industrial plants, commercial

LAN D BAN K
Outpost Office
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Murray
PCA Office Building
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If you would like to discuss long-term
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to us!
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753-3404
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RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY.KY.

MINIM

assume an active leadership
role
in
protecting
agricultural land, NALS
says. But meanwhile, the
federal government must
get its own house in order.
Only two federal agencies
—USDA and EPA— have
explicit policies to consider
the effects of their programs
on agricultural tans. And
even in these agencies, some
programs have not yet incorporated agricultural land
reviews into their regulations and guidelines.
To remedy this situation,
NALS recommends that the
President or the Congress
issue a statement of policy
on the importance of
agricultural land.
- Positive incentives should
be designed within federal
programs, NALS says, to encourage development onto
land less suited for

agriculture. For example,
federal loans should offer
preferential rates as part of
the following ongoing programs: direct loan and grant
programs for housing, commercial and industrial
loan
development;
guarantee programs for
development projects, community services and infrastruture development;
home mortgage assistance,
and capital improvement
loan programs for water
facilities, sewers and electrification.

distribution centers and processing facilities;
+Simultaneously, there
was an unmistakable migration of the U.S. population
from urban to rural areas,
and from the North to the
less densely settled South
and West.
Threat to Agriculture
Norman Berg, head of the
as* Department of
Agriculture's Soil Conservation Service (SCS ),
sees these demographic
trends as a grave threat to
U.S. agriculture.
community
"Planned
growth is no longer a luxury," he said in a recent inThe late Marjorie Merterview. -It is an absolute
riweather Post, heiress to
necessity if we are to save
the cereal fortune and what
is now General Foods, was
our agricultural land."
renowned for her lavish
Berg applauded farm land
protection efforts already
entertaining. She kept a
yacht that had space for 400
underway in several states,
guests to sleep overnight.
saying: "That is where the
action should be — at the
state and local level."
But he cautioned against
overoptimism, noting that
many communities are still
uncertain about the most effective ways to protect their
agricultural land. "Housing
is only a part of the complex
growth problem," he said.
"Homes lead to additional
needs — new roads, shopping centers, the whole intricate web of community
development."
A first step in directing
development away from
prime farm land and onto
less productive acres lies in
the use of prime and important farm land maps produced by the Soil Conservation
Service in cooperation with
Shown above is Elvin Crouse investigating the
state and county govern- amount of soil erosion control by wheat and soybean
ments, Berg said.
residue in no-till corn located on Jodie Cochran's farm
Not Against Housing
near Penny. Elvin Crouse is an example of several farRobert Gray, former exmers throughout Calloway County in planting no-till
ecutive director of the
corn for the first time in the past 2 years.
recently completed NALS
study, said that there insut
be no misunderstanding
about the need and importance of housing in rural
America.
"The NALS Final Report
doe snot pit houses against
No-till corn is on the in- and dry weather made me a
food," he stressed. "There
never need be a polarization crease in Calloway County. believer in no-till corn."
In the spring of 81, Crouse
of these interests. What we Each year there are a few
more
fields
planted
in
no-till
over 300 acres of noplanted
must do is find ways to chancorn dotted throughout the till corn. He mentioned that
nel growth away from our
highest-quality food and county according to Steve problems developed this
Alcott, District Con- year, along with other
wood-producing acres."
servationist,
U.S. Soil Con- Calloway County farmers,
Growth Will Continue
servation
Service.
Due to the due to the wet and cold
NALS projects that almost
twelve million new increase in fuel cost, severe weather that lasted for
households will be added to soil erosion, and time saved several weeks after he
in putting out crop, several planted his no-till corn.
nonmetropolitan areas by
farmers are planting some
The fields stayed wet, corn
1995, and that the conversion
no-till corn for the first time turned yellow, corn was irof highly productive
agricultural land is likely to and trying it out in their crop regular, and the dirn was
rotation.
growing very slowly, but
continue.
after the weather broke, by
What specific steps does
Elvin Crouse, a farmer
the study suggest that near the Penny area, is an the days getting hotter,
'getting dryer, and the
federal, state and local example of this trend. In the field,
governments take to en- spring of 1980, Crouse corn having a chance to rescourage a shift of develop- planted 70 acres of no-till pond to nitrogen, the corn
ment to mariginal rural corn for the first time. started to grow.
Crouse said, "My corn
acres? Whlights follow:
Crouse stated, -My no-till
State governments should corn held out about two may pollentate at different
times and may be irregular
weeks longer before it
in height in spots, but it looks
started twisting compared to
like it's going to have a good
my conventional corn during
yeidl at this stage of growth.
last year's drought. The hot
I'm still sold on no-till corn."

No-Till Corn Is On
Increase In Calloway
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Farmers Average 4.8Days
Work Despite Recent Rain
Farmers averaged 4.8
days of field work in spite of
rain received on a daily
basis over much of Kentucky. Farmers were busy
harvesting hay, cultivating
tobacco, harvesting small
grains, side dressing fertilizer, spraying for insects
and mowing pastures. As of
July 17th, soil moisture was
reported 73 percent adequate, 8 percent surplus and
19 percent short. Moisture
levels vary from county to
county and even within a
county. Northern counties
near Cincinnati were adequate to short, while the rest
of the State showed mostly
adequate moisture.
Corn continues to make
good progress and acreage is
65 percent silked and
beyond, 5 percent above last
year and 2 percent above the
5-year average. Development is most advanced in
Western Kentucky and the
Purchase Area. Early
planted corn is tasseled,
looks good and is filling fast.
Statewide, corn condition is
reported to be 2 percent
poor, 32 percent fair, 54 percent good and 12 percent excellent. Late planted corn is
currently being pressed by
armyworms, while older
corn is starting to be
bothered by corn borer and
corn ear worm.
Soybean development is
currently behind last year.
This is directly attributable
to delayed planting caused
by wet weather. Soybeans
are 12 percent blooming,
compared to 27 percent last
year and 23 percent for the 5year average. Some late
planting is still being done.
The crop is generally in fair
to good condition. Mexican
bean beetles and Japanese
beetles have been reported
in several counties.
Tobacco continues to be
highly variable depending on
date planted and soil condiWest German growers
who proposed a rent-a-tree
scheme have found a
welcome reception among
their countrymen. Under the
plan, customers would pick
all the fruit off the apple,
pear or cherry tree of their
choice for a $15 annual fee.
The fruit growers said applications to participate
were being received at a fate
of more than 50 a day.

tidhs. Many fields were
planted and/or replanted
under poor conditions and
seem to be showing only
moderate
improvement
Plants vary from almost
ready to top to very small,
depending on area and even
within fields. About twothirds of the crop is in fair
condition, while poor and
good divide the remaining
one-third. About 35 percent
of the crop is under 24 inches
in height while the remainder is over 24 inches.
Tobacco is suffering from

scalding, yellowness caused
by wetness, aphids, and
black shank. Wet humid conditions experienced last
week were conducive to blue
mold development in scattered counties.
The hay crop is reported to
be predominately good with
the remainder fair or excellent. Quantity is good, but
quality has been hurt by the
frequent rain received.
Small grains continue to be
harvested. Pastures are
reported to be in good to excellent condition.

Farmer's Air Service
Murray Calloway County Airport
Bill Williamson

Aerial Spraying
Res 753 1746

Oft 489-2216
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Blazer"herbicide kills
more broadleafs
in soybeans than any
other herbicide.
Broadleafs will threaten your soybean crop again
this year. Knock 'em out with Blazer, The Champ.
Blazer herbicide kills the toughest broadleafs. Over
36 — including all nine annual morningglories.
cocklebur, pigweed, hemp sesbania, smartweed,
showy crotalaria and tropic croton. Blazer herbicide
burns down weeds on contact, and usually kills
within 2 to 4 days.
We're the experts on Blazer herbicide — with
advice and application tips that can save you money.
So come see us now. We're in your corner to make
this your best year yet. With Blazer, The Champ.
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Grocery Bills Take Bigger Bite
Out Of Family Budget In July
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Grocery bills took a bigger
bite out of the family budget
last month, according to an
Associated Press marketbasket survey which showed
prices rising a little less than
half a percent.
The increase was the third
monthly rise this year and
the second in a row. But the
July climb was less than onethird as steep as the/
Tune
one.
_
The AP survey is based on
a randomly selected list of 14
commonly purchased food
and nonfood items. Prices
were checked at one supermarket in each of 13 cities on
March 1, 1973 and were
rechecked on or about the
start of each succeeding
month.
The latest survey showed
that the marketbasket bill
went up at the checklist store
in six cities during July,
declined in six cities and was
unchanged in one city.
Overall, the marketbasket
bill at the checklist store
went up four-tenths of one
percent last month. That
compared with a 1.3 percent
rise in June. The only other
monthly increase this year
was in January, when the AP
survey showed an increase
of two-tenths of a percent in
the marketbasket bill.
Grocery prices declined in
February, March, April and
May.
Comparing today's prices
with those of last Aug. 1, the
AP found the marketbasket
bill at the checklist stores
rose a relatively modest 1.9
percent over the 12-month
period.
Butter went up in July for
the second month in a row,
rising at the checklist store
in six of the cities surveyed.
Eggs, which had remained
low in price during much of
1981, went up at the checklist

store m nine cities.
Coffee drinkers, however,
got some good news in July.
The price of a pound of coffee dropped at the checklist
store in seven of the cities
surveyed and rose in only
one.
....Labe AP did not try to
'weight the survey results according to population density
or in terms of what percent
of a family's actual grocery
outlay each item represents.
Standard brands and sizes orcomparable substitutes were
used and items temporarily
out of stock were not included in totals.
The AP did not try to compare actual prices from city
to city. The only comparisons were made in terms
of percentages of increase or
decrease.
The items on the AP
checklist were: chopped
chuck, center cut pork
chops, frozen orange juice
concentrate, coffee, paper
towels, butter, Grade-A
medium white eggs, creamy
peanut butter, laundry
detergent, fabric softener,
tomato sauce, milk,
frankfurters and granulated

sugar. A 15th item, chocolate
chip cookies, was dropped
from the list after the
manufacturer discontinued
the package size used in the
survey.
The cities checked were:

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Senio? citizens spend
millions of dollars each year
on private insurance to close
the gap between health bills
and Medicare payments, but
buyers may not always get
the protection they want.
The U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services
has some advice for prospective policyholders in a new
pamphlet called "Guide to
Health Insurance for People
with Medicare." The guide

old institute's research program -will be further
enhanced" by the new
studies. He admitted that the
institute "has been through a
difficult period in its
history" and times has spondisappointing
sored
research projects.
It has been reported that
an unpublished study is
critical of the institute for
serving the tobacco industry
by devoting itself to projects
aimed at developing a safer
cigarette. One of the recommendations included in that
study was that the institute
expand its research programs to include studies on
Acting director Dr. Layten the effects of smoking on
Davis said that the 11-year- health.

LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) —
Seven new research projects, each dealing with the
effects of smoking on health,
are being undertaken by the
University of Kentucky's
Tobacco and
Health
Reserach Institute.
The institute's board has
authorized $864,242 for the
projects, which will study
the effects of smoking on
lungs, heart, brain, arteries
and blood vessels, as well as
the effects of smoke on
breathing
patterns of
smokers. In addition, the effect of smoking on nonsmokers will also be studied.

_

1

20 M. $13.99
20 lb. 516.99
20 lb. $13.99
20 b. 514.49

By The Associated Press
Traffic accidents claimed
five lives on Kentucky
highways over the weekend,
according to state police.
The highway death toll
rose to 473 for the year, compared with 457 through Aug.
2,1980.
Irene Smith, 56, of Cincinnati, was killed in a two-car
collision on Interstate 71 in
Gallatin County, 7.9 north of
Glencoe at 6:40 p.m. Sunday,
according to state police at
the La Grange post.
The victim was a
passenger in a car operated
by Keith L. Harvey, 26, of
Cincinnati that was headed

was prepared by the department's Health Care Financing Administration and the
National Associatiop. of Insurance,Commissioners. It's
available,at no charge,from
the Consumer Information
Center, Dept. 632J, Pueblo,
Colo. 81009.
A 1978 report from the
staff of the House Committee
on Aging said that more than
$1 billion of the $4 billion paid
annually by the elderly for
health insurance premiums
goes for coverage that is unnecessary or does not provide the expected benefits.
Before you buy anything,
make sure you understand
what Medicare itself does
and does not cover.
Medicare is the federal
health insurance program
for people over 65. It should
not be confused with
Medicaid programs which
are operated by individual
states and help pay medical
bills for low-income people
of all ages.
Senior citizens who are
covered by Medicare may be
entitled to Medicaid protection as well. And the Department of Health and Human
Services says that individuals with both types of
coverage probably do not
need any additional, private
insurance.
Medicare does not pay all
health care expenses. In
many cases, however, the
services which are excluded
from Medicare coverage
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20 lb. $14.49
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SAN FRANCISCO AP) —
By anyone's reckoning, the
Golden Gate Bridge is one of
the wonders of the modern
world — a monument to

south, crossed the median into a northbound lane and was
hit in the right side by a
north-bound vehicle, officers
reported.
Taken to Booth Hospital at
Florence, in addition to
Harvey, were:
Homer L. Begley, 25, of
Cincinnati,
another
passenger in the Harvey
auto; Michael Koecheck, 27,
of Cincinnati, the driver of
the other car, and three
passengers in his vehicle —
Wanita Koecheck, 42, Krissi
Koecheck, 14, and Kelli
Koecheck, 8, all of Cincinnati.
All of the in• jured were
treated for a variety of

also are excluded from most
private insurance policies.
The government does not
sell or service supplemental
coverage. State insurance
departments
approve
policies sold by insurance
companies, but approval only means that the company
and the policy meet requirements of state law.

minor injuries and released,
a hospital spokesman said.
A 24-year-old Glasgow
man was killed early Sunday
morning when his car ran off
the road in Barren County.
Officers said William R.
Warren was dead on arrival
at T. J. Sampson Memorial
Hospital in Glasgow.
The one-car accident occurred about six miles south
of Glasgow on the Mt.
Pleasant-Etoile Road.
Daniel Caudill, 18, of
Bonneville, was killed Saturday afternoon when his car
left Kentucky 30 about six
miles east of Booneville in
01-vsley County, state police
reported.
Doyle Ray Farmer, 29, of
Harlan, was killed Saturday
in a two-car collision on U.S.
119, about a half-mile from
Hiram in Harlan County.
Police said Farmer's vehicle collided with a car driven
by Jimmy R. Boggs, 20, of
Cumberland. Boggs and a
passenger, Susan Blanton,
22, were admitted to Harlan
Appalachian Regional
Hospital with multiple injuries.
Stephen Mark Brown, 25,
of Versailles, was killed
Saturday in a motorcycle accident on Kentucky 4 near
Lexington,state police said.

function and beauty, a landmark recognized as among
man's greatest engineering
achievements,
But the graceful span that
guards the entrance to San
Francisco Bay holds
another, darker, claim to
fame. It is without doubt the
nation's favorite spot for
suicide.
Since its opening in 1937,
the Golden Gate has served
as the final stop for at least
708 souls. The rate is better
than one suicide per month.
The California Highway
Patrol, which keeps the morbid statistics, lists another
285 "possibles" — cases
where notes or abandoned
vehicles were found but
where no one was seen and
no body was recovered,
An additional 720 people
have been stopped before
they could jump the low railing and fall 220 feet to the
cold, choppy bay.
The search is almost
always the same. A 41-foot
Coast Guard utility boat
churns out, sometimes
beneath blue skies,
sometimes in the gray-white
fog that blankets the gate.
"We search as long as we
can, but there are very
heavy tide rips and turbulence," Coast Guardsman
Dave Cipra said. "Many
times we can't find the person even if we saw them
jump."
At the Mann County
Suicide Prevention Center
north of San Francisco,
counselors deal with people
threatening to jump.
"It's become a symbol,"
center coordinator David
Nolan said. -People look at
the bridge in a very romantic way,and they see suicide
there as romantic. They

describe it to us m almost
positive terms."
Indeed, survivors — there
have been barely a dozen —
report euphoric sensations
as they hurtle through the
air.
--- "I felt like eternity, like
flying through the air like an
angel," said Thomas Baker,
who lived after a 1969 jump.
"I felt absolutely at peace
with myself for the first time
in my life," said another Survivor. "I had the feeling that
I would vanish from the face
of the earth and be with
God."
Another man who lived
said,"The hardest thing was
stepping over the rail. Once I
pushed off, it was different. I
really remember the air. I
was flying. You see people
fall in the movies, and you
hear that godawful scream.
There was none of that
fear."
For most, however, death
is quick. It takes about three
seconds to fall to the water.
Speed at impact is 75 miles
per hour.
Those who survive are just
lucky. Last surruner Gen-nan
stuntman Wolfgang Hans
Gunther Kopke tried to set a
world high diving record by
jumping off the bridge into
the bay. He wore protective
clothing — a wet suit, wrest!ing shoes and a life
preserver — and he tried to
land on his feet.
But the wind flipped him
on his back and he died on
impact.
Most people jump out of
desperation. Lost love, illness and financial troubles
are the common reasons.
But there are exceptions.
Last summer a Coast Guard
seaman left a note saying he
preferred death to serving
Ronald Reagan.
In its efforts to prevent

bridge suicides,the Highway
Patrol looks for people who
stand at the railing too long
and don't appear to be there
for the spectacular view.
"Even if we feel there is a
remote possibility of a
suicide we have authority to
take a person into protective
custody," said officer
Richard Myers, who has
talked many people out of
jumping.
Sometimes, he said, he'll
go up to a person, "and introduce myself and maybe
inquire how things are going.
I've had people turn around
and look at me and just burst
into tears.
"Then I know I've struck
gold," he said. "I got to that
person before they could
take their life."
He isn't always successful.
"Not too long ago there
was this fellow over the rail
standing on the girder. He
was emotionally distraught
over illness, lack of employment, and he thought it
would be best for him not to
be a liability for his family.
He was 54.
"I was able to get his wife
and daughter and brother to
the bridge. But in front of
everybody, he just jumped."
Can bridge suicides be
stopped? In 1971, a committee proposed a barrier be
erected along the rails. It
was stymied for esthetic and
financial reasons.
"We tried to build one that
would do the job and still be
aesthetically pleasing, but
we couldn't do it," said
Golden Gate Bridge District
engineer Harry Reilich.
Meanwhile, about every
four weeks,another obituary
is published. The circumstances are almost
always the same. A witness.
a body. Only the names
change.
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we are changing
Every day!
...and that means,
* gore savings
* More selection
* More quality for you,
our valued customer:
During the Wal-Mart-Big K
Conversion we WILL NOT have all
Wal-Mart advertised sale items

However,sale merchandise we do
have in stock will be honored at the
sale price,to save you even more.

Shop, Compare & Save
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Wholesale & Retail Meat
107 N. 3rd St.

By DAVID EINSTEIN
Associated Press Writer
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Murray North Captures Strike Is Finished, But Work
Kentucky League Title
Remains To Resume Season
It's unfortunate that the
Kentucky League Murray
North team's season ended
Friday night. Not became
they lost, mind you, but
because of the way they won.
Murray North's nine- and
10-year olds completely
wiped out Mayfield 2, 28-8,
to earn the tournament
crown Friday night.
The tournament, played at

Mayfield, was the only
playoff level for the Kentucky League teams in this
area.

champions racked up a 30-6
landslide before settling
back to wait for the winner of
the Murray South and
Mayfield (2)contest.
Mayfield (2) got the nod
when they clipped Murray
South 8-7 in the bottom of the
sixth inning Friday night.
In the championship
nightcap Murray North
decided-to flex a little muscle in the first inning by
pumping four runs across.
Lead off batter Jason Sammon set the mold for the
night as he tripled followed
by James Payne and Todd
Seargent, who walked. Tim
Armstrong added a two-RBI
single and Chris Bryan
ground-out to second, scoring yet another run.
Craig Schwettman hit
safely over second base and
Armstrong scored the fourth
run of the inning.
Murray North pitcher
Payne retired Mayfield one,
two, three in the first inning,
but had to be relieved in the
second when he allowed two
runs. Sammons put on his
fireman's helmet and promptly doused the Mayfield
attack.
Murray North went back
to their usual scoring spree
in the bottom of the second

when Bill Fandrich singled
CHICAGO (AP) - The
and Sarnmon winged the agreement that ended the 50Mayfield second baseman day baseball strike is exwith a sharp line drive.
pected to be ratified by the 26
Three runners walked major league basball club
So, despite clobbering all
followed by a Bryan single owners at a meeting Tuesother competition, the Murthen another walk and within day in Chicago, where
ray North squad will have to
the space of two innings owners also will formulate a
settle for being the best team
Murray North had ac- plan to resume the season.
around.
cumulated nine runs and
While ratification of the
limited Mayfield to only two. strike-ending agreement is
Against Murray South
Mayfield struggled to get virtually guaranteed, the
Thursday night the eventual
one ryn in the top of the question of how to resume
third, but Murray North add- play is a "hot issue," in the
ed four on Seargent's double words of New York Yankees
and four singles by Thur- owner George Steinbrenner.
man, Armstrong, Bryan and
-It may divide the
Foster. Fandrich also laced leagues," said Steinbrenner.
one over second base to br"The public's not in a mood
ing the total to 13-3.
for gimmicks, so if we don't
When Mayfield challenged
handle this carefully, it
with five runs in the fourth
could backfire on us."
inning Murray North decidOne proposal is for the
ed enough was enough and
season to be split, with the
snuffed the hosts with 15
INDIANAPOLIS 1AP) second half starting Aug. 10.
runs in the bottom of the
Jose-Luis Clerc is confident
fourth.
of his abilities despite the
David Gish, Tripp Nix,
pressure of defending his
Brian
Carroll, Jon
U.S.
men's singles title in the
Muehlman and Mark Miller
Open Clay Court championcontributed to the Murray
ships which begin today.
North cause with strong
"Four years ago I never
defensive play throughout
play like I play now," Clerc
the tourney.
said during a phone interSeargent shut out the
view from North Conway,
By CHUCK MELVIN
Mayfield
batters in the final
N.H.
AP Sports Writer
two innings' and Murray
"I feel very good ... so
CLEVELAND
(API - OfNorth
emerged
as
chamstrong on the, court. I am
ficials in Cleveland, scurrypions for 1981.
feeling my confidence, and
ing to prepare for .next Sunmy concentration, I think, is
day's baseball All-Star
more strong than ever
Game, are no strangers to
before," he added.
having national events plopBut the 22-year-old Argenped in their laps on short
tinian says he can feel the
notice.
pressure building among his
They recall a similar
fans to win the tournament NO. 5 - Murray's Mel
situation
just last fall, when
Purcell enters the U.S.
again this year.
Carter
and Ronald
Jimmy.
Tennis
TourI know I will feel a little Clay Court
Reagan dropped in almost
more pressure there because nament in Indianapolis
unannounced to hold their
I won last year," Clerc said. today seeded No.5 after
In 1948, the Giants stunned
AnAP Sports Analysis
nationally
televised
"People will expect me to finishing runnerup in the
hiring
the baseball world by
By HAL BOCK
presidential
debate.
play good, and people will 1980 tourney behind
as their manager Leo
AP Sports Writer
"Ours is not to reason
come to see me, so it is a Argentinian Jose-Luis
The scene is etched in your Durocher, importing him why," said Mayor George
very important tournament
places
all
of
from
mind's eye, burned there inClerc.
Voinovich, smiling, as he
for me to do well in."
delibly. It is a memory, a Brooklyn, where he had been discussed the upcoming
Clerc, No. 2 seed in the
Dodgers.
hated
the
link to the past that you can piloting
$350,000 tournament behind his first appearance in this not - must not - ever sur- It was a body blow for many game. "There are lots of
top-seeded Ivan Lendl of tourney since 1974 when he render. For after all, without fans, especially Mize's man, people who dump things on
me without consulting me
Czechoslovakia, comes to was booted for misconduct.
our pasts, what have we left? who by now was a mature 9 beforehand.
the Indianapolis contest
After he was ousted,
For one particular 8-year- years old.
Many of the problems
after winning the U.S. Pro Nastase vowed never to old, no home runs will ever Mize hit a league-leading
presented
by the debate
Championship in Boston and return. But tourney director be quite as long as the ones 40 homers that summer but
have
resurfaced
for the Alland
the Washington Star Interna- Stand Malless says the Johnny Mize used to hit.
fifth,
the Giants finished
Game.
Star
tional tournament in Romanian player requested
The year was 1947 and for some people that was an
Hotel space is at a
Washington.
to come back this year.
Mize was playing first base important consideration. premium, with most
Clerc will face stiff comTennis tournament of- for a team called the New Durocher was not thrilled
petition from Lendl, who ficials reported several top York Giants in an oddly with a big, slow-moving downtown hkel rooms
defeated John McEnroe in players will be sitting out of shaped stadium called the team. He wanted speed and
Davis Cup action the week the contest, including Polo Grounds. It was a place defense.
after McEnroe won McEnroe, Bjorn Borg, Jim- well-suited for polo perhaps, Mize did not fit into those
Wimbledon. Lendl, ranked my Connors and Vitas butrather poorfor baseball. plans.
fourth in viorid tennis, is thë. Gerulaitai, -Chris Evert
- TeAl
In that marvelous summer In iiNkLeo the tip star
highest-ranking male player Lloyd, Martina Navratilova when this particular 8-year- his remodeling project. One
coming to the Indianapolis and Tracy Austin.
old discovered the wonders of the first victims was the
tournament.
In women's singles, An- of baseball,the Giants' team big first baseman. Mize was
Other top contenders are drea Jaeger, 16, is top- resembled their nickname. sold across the river - down
Argentinian Guillermo Vilas seeded, followed by Roma- They were a club of huge the river,some felt- to the
at No. 3, fourth-seeded nian Virginia Ruzici, Mima sluggers,slow moving on the New York Yankees. There
Harold Solomon and 1960 Jausovec of Yugoslavia field but a treat to watch at was at least one Giant fan
LOUISVILLE,Ky.( AP)Clay Court finalist Mel third, Czech Regina Mar- bat.
that day who wished his
The Kentucky Bourbons won
Purcell of Murray, Ky. at sikova fourth and Australian
manager
the
sold
team
had
That summer they would
a doubleheader 5-2 and 18-1
No.5.
Dianne Fromholtz fifth.
hit 221 home runs, setting a instead of the slugger.
The other men's seeds in
Other women's seeds in National League record for There.. were 411-2 more from the Milwaukee Schlitz
descending order are Jose descending order are Sue long-ball fireworks. They seasons,much of the time as in United Professional softHigueras, Spain; Tomas Barker, Great Britain; also would finish fourth in an a pinch-hitter deluxe for ball league play Sunday.
It was the first time in
Srnid, Czechoslovakia; Ed- Joann Russell; Anne Smith; eight-team league, a matter Casey Stengel's perennial
three
years the Schlitz had
Hans Mary Lou - Piatek; Sandy of little importance to the 8- American League cham. die
Dibbs:
Gildemeister, Chile; JoseAuk White ; year-old. For him there was pions. Then, in 1954, Mize lost a four-game series. Kenalso
won
a
Luis Damiani, Uruguay; Kathleen Horvath; Pam nothing quite so wonderful retired. Interestingly, that tucky
doubleheader
from
Terry Moor; Mario Mar- Casale and Kathy Rinaldi.
as a giant-sized Giant home was the same year -Milwaukee Saturday night.
tinez, Bolivia; Heinz GunRinaldi, 14, Jensen Beach, run. And no one delivered Durocher's
redesigned
Kentucky, in third place in
thardt, Switzerland; Shlomo Fla., is making her debut as them as frequently as Giants won the world chamthe western division and one
Glickstein, Israel; Mark Ed- a pro at the Clay Courts after Johnny Mize.
pionship.
game behind second place
mondson, Australia, and being the youngest player
In the summer of 1947, When he finished, Mize
Ricardo Ycaza, Ecuador.
ever to win a match at Mize hit 51 home runs. No had spent 15 years in the ma- Milwaukee, scored all the
runs it needed in the first inIlie Nastase of Romania, a Wimbledon.
National League left-handed jors, walloping 359 home
Prix
four-time Grand
Finals in the tourney are hitter before or since has runs and compiling a .312 ning of the first game when
the Bourbons scored three
Masters champ, will make, Aug.9.
career batting average.
reached that total.
Those are impressive times.
The big blow was Dave
thiMbers, especially when
Whitlock's
three-run homer
you consider that he missed
over
the
rightfield
wall. In
three years at the prime of
his baseball career because the second game, Kentucky
of Navy service during scored its second highest
number of runs this season,
World War II.
scoring
in every inning but
On Sunday, baseball
the
fourth.
Kentucky scored
saluted Mize's achievements
PHILADELPHIA (AP),-- The conjecture has been ducers) will keep me by inducting him into the five runs in the firtst inning
Pete Rase is all set to whether he could hang on together long enough to Hall of Fame along with Bob in batting around and the
Bourbons batted around in
become the all-time hit pro- long enough to pass Ty make it."
Gibson and Rube Foster. It
Rose
said
he
the
fifth inning, scoring
league
hoped
he
major
all-time
Cobb's
ducer in National league
was an honor long overdue
would be a designated hitter
seven times.
mark of 4,191 hits.
history.
and it brought back
The 55 games lost in the 50- in the Aug. 9 All-Star game memories of the man who • Hitting stars in the second
Rose returned Saturday to
join his Philadelphia day strike over free agent at Cleveland, assuming the used to hit all those home game for Kentucky included
Greg Whitlock with four hits
Phillies' teammates is 'compensation is a threat to DH rule would be used in an runs.
American
in five at bats and three runs
mark.
League
park.
He
Cobb's
run
at
Rose's
preparation for the Aug. 10
batted in. The league's
Rose, however, refuse' to 'has been in 15 All-Star
post-strike season opener
hitter, third
games,
leading
an
setting
a
record
of
games
as
missed
use
the
against the St. Louis Carplaying five positions.
baseman Bill Gatti, had
excuse.
dinals.
Tennis
Rose said he was in shape
three hits in four at bats,
"I can't worry about the
The 40-year-old Rose
now
missfor
10
start
of
we
the
Aug.
while Dave Whitlock had a
games
DANVERS,
Mass.
(API
number
of
needs just one hit to erase
Stan Musial's National ed," said Rose. "I'm not go- the new season. He looked Donna Caponi registered her perfect four-for-four game.
Kentucky, 31-19, and in
League mart of :,-,astr, ',tech • ing iceine that as an excuse. upon this week of practice, fifth LPGA tournament vicRose tied June 10, two days Remember, I am a product including Thursday and Fri- tory of the season with a 6- third place, trails western
before the strike with a of free agency. If I get close day night exhibition games stroke victory over Jan division leading Cincinnati
mingle off Houston's Nolan enough to Cobb, Johnson & against the Baltimore Stephenson in the $150,000 by five games. Milwaukee,
32-18, is in econd place.
Boston Five Golf Classic.
Johnson .(bandage pro- Orioles,as a vacation.
ann.

Murray'sPurcell
Seeded No.5 In
U.S. Clay Court

Softball
Bourbons
Advance
In Tourney

,ap.1.1•100.11.

happen," said Jerry
Reinsdorf, chairman of the
Chicago White Sox.
In a CBS telephone survey
conducted
Sunday,
spokesmen for 16 of the 26
teams favor adopting a split
season, with four clubs opposed and six undecided.
A simple majority is needed in the American League
to go to the split season,
while a three-quarters vote
is needed in the National
League.
If one league votes for the
split season and the other
votes against it, Commissioner Bowie Kuhn apparently will decide the matter.
The executive committee
of the Major League Players
Association
voted
unanimously at a meeting

here Saturday to approve the
agreement. Following the
committee's vote, player
representatives returned to
their teams to conduct votes
by the rank-and-file. The
balloting was expected to be
finished this week.
Also on the agenda at the
owners' meeting will be a
National League matter the proposed sale of the Cubs
by William Wrigley Jr. to the
Chicago Tribune Co. for $20
million. The sale requires a
three-fourths vote - nine of
the 12 owners - and is expected to be approved.
"I haven't heard of any
problems and we're very
hopeful," said Andrew
McKenna, who is expected to
become the Cubs' new chairman of the board when th
sale is completed.

Cleveland Scurries To Prepare
For Gala Weekend Of Sports

Memory Of Mize
Remains In Mind's
Eye Of Sports Fan

Rose Is Ready To Resume
Assault On Musial's Record

If that option is chosen, firsthalf leaders in each division
- the Yankees and the
Oakland A's in the American
League and the Philadelphia
Phillies and Los Angeles
Dodgers in the National would face the second-half
winners after the season
ends Oct. 3.
Or the owners could decide
simply to resume play as
scheduled and let the divisional races continue as if
there had been no strike.
"If we start all over again
with a second half, we could
find ourselves back in the
race and generate some interest among the fans," said
Herman Franks, general
manager of the Chicago
Cubs.
"Splitting the season is
nonsensical, so .1 guess it'll

already accounted for, and
hundreds of media representatives are seeking confirmation of their game credentials.
The security' problems
presented by presidential
candidates have been
replaced by traffic problems
to be handled by about 100
police officers.
A total of about 140,000
people are expected to watch
a preseason football game
between the Cleveland
Browns and Pittsburgh
Steelers on Saturday night
and the All-Star contest the
following evening, both at
76,685-seat
Municipal
Stadium.
Another 9,000 are possible

for the Roberto Duran-Nino
Gonzalez boxing match Sunday afternoon at nearby
Public Hall, which is part of
the Convention Center complex in which the presidential debate was staged.
"I think we have an incredible thing to promote
now," said William Bryant,
president of the city's
Growth Association. "We'll
package the events as probably the most crammed
gala sports package in the
city's history. I think we can
come away from this looking
good!'
Once the All-Star Game
has ended, Cleveland sports
fans starved by the baseball
strike will have another

action-packed week ahead.
Next Monday, the Cleveland
Indians are scheduled to
open a homestand featuring
four double-headers and 11
games in seven days.
But Gabe Paul, president
of the Indians, is unsure how
many of the fans will linger
once the gala weekend is
history.
-Fans are our main concern," he said, worried
about the bad after-taste the
players' strike has left.
"We'll do everything possible to 82iin4em back. This
has been a very tough,
period. I don't think any new
promotions are the answer. -*
We're going on an uncharted
course."
•

pas

Murray State University
Extended Education Courses
Fall Semester 1981

Va.

Kentucky Educational Television
"Irs Everybody's Business"
9060 BPA 140.85-Introduction to Business
3 to 6 p.m. Thursdays, beginning Aug. 30
Room 154, Business Building
The organizational meeting will be on Thursday, Aug. 27, at 6 p.m., in Room
154, Business Building. There will be approximately three, 3-hour, oncampus class meetings.
"It's Everbody's Business" will begin Aug. 30 and end Dec. 11, two lessons
per week - Sundays at 1:30 and 2 p.m. (CT). Repeated Thursdays at 2:30
p.m. and Fridays at 5:30 p.m.(CT).
This is a beginning college credit course which surveys the contemporary U.
S. Business scene. On-location visits to various business operations bring
Wall Street, truck yards, assembly lines, computer centers, warehouses,
showrooms, government agencies and union halls, into perspectives.

"Dealing in Discipline"
0624 ELE613-85 Worlshop: Discipline(SEC 613)
9:0 a.m. Saturdays, beginning Aug. 31
Room 334, Wells Hall
The organizational meeting will be Saturday, Aug. 29, at 9:30 a.m. in Room
33-4, Wells Hall. There will be approximately four, 3-hour, on campus class
meetings.
"Dealing in Discipline" will begin Aug. 31 and end Dec. 11. There will be one
lesson per week on Mondays at 5:30 p.m. (CT). Repeated Fridays at 10 p.m.
(CT).
"Dealing in Discipline" has been designed as a brood survey of th, current
status of classroom discipline and a state-of-the-art guide to discipline
techniques. This course is designed for the widest possible audience of
teachers. In this respect, it concentrates upon general discipline techniques
which can be used for most everyday school situation.
Students will pre-register for MET courses in the Extended
Education Office, in Sparks Hall at Murray State University, •
prior to the organizational meeting of each cours•.—

For Additional Information Write or Call
Office Of Extended Education

Murray State University
(Area Code 502)762-4150
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PRESEASON DRILLS — Coach Sam Harp (far left top) has had his Calloway County
High School football players working extra hard this fall in an effort to improve on
last year's one-win season. Beginning today the Lakers will conduct three-a-day
practices with the players arriving at school at around 6 a.m. and remaining until 6
p.m. Friday CCHS hosts Caldwell County in a scrimmage scheduled to begin about
9:30 a.m."Our biggest problem so far," says Harp,"is numbers, or the lack of them.
Right now we've got about 34 on the team and injuries could really hurt us in the
long run."(Second photo from left) Offensive runningbacks find tWér running room
under pressure while (third photo from left) defensive backs learn the feel of interceptions.(Above) Quarterback Tim Brown throws under the watchful eye of offensive coach Dan Walker and (below left) Don Hargrove boots a few extra points
Staff photos by Jim Rector
during Friday's workout.

Pro Football

S.

Tjuee Bench-Warmers Guide NFL
Browns In Hall Of Fame Game Win Murray Youth Needs Help
To Attend Junior Olympics

Badgro, increasing its 19do was complete the pass."
GEORGE STRODE
McDonald hit 9 of 13 year membership to 110 imAP Sports Writer
CANTON, Ohio (AP) — passes, good for 133 yacds mortals.
Blanda, in particular, was
Paul McDonald, Ricky and touchdown tosses of 29
the darling of the fans. The
Feacher and Cleo Miller all and 37 yards to Feacher.
are second-string with the • Feacher caught four only player in the 1981 class
Cleveland Browns, but don't passes for 99 yards to lead all to make it in his first year of
eligibility, five years after
try to sell that today to the receivers.
Miller rushed for 99 yards, his retirement, Blanda
Atlanta Falcons.
The three bench-warmers nearly twice as much as the received the only standing
ovation at the enshrinement.
combined to lead the Browns entire Atlanta team.
Blanda's
Perhaps
to a 24-10 Hall of Fame deci- Steve Bartkowski and Sipe
from the
stems
as
favoritism
half
first
entire
sion Saturday over the played the
Falcons In the opening game both coaches led with their fact he played this sport for
unprecendented 26
of the 1981 National Football veterans in this first match an
to within one month
divisional
seasons,
defending
of
season.
League
Despite their moments of champions in a Hall of Fame of his 49th birthday.
glory on national television, exhibition.
Bartkowski isn't concernthe three know their roles
with the defending American ed over the Falcons' ground
Football Conference Central game that managed just 63
yards.
Division champions.
Bartkowski did not throw a
"You don't just jump into
a quarterbacking position in single touchdown pass.
the NFL. It takes time. It's Neither did Sipe. They had
not frustrating. That's part combined for 61 scoring
of the game. The guy in front tosses in leading their teams
of me (Brian Sipe) is a great to the 1980 playoffs.
The Falcons' touchdown
player. I learn a lot from
came on a three-yard run by
him," said McDonald.
because he was worried that
The second-year pro from Virginia Tech rookie Mickey
he was reaching a dead end Southern California, who did Fitzgerald. Mick Luckhurst,
in the sport. He said he got not throw a single regular- another newcomer from
involved in football because season pass as a rookie, California, booted a 33-yard
he grew up in a tough passed for two touchdowns field goal for Atlarrtain the
neighborhood and football to Feacher. That was the dif- second quarter.
Don Cockcroft kicked a 20"made sense when nothing ference in the Browns' first
field goal and Charles
yard
victory
exhibition
else did."
opening
lie fuvt considered quit- since 19611..
_White_dov_e cam.nr_d_ f_or.
ting In 1983 asan assiitahlMetliiinTd-Priferrki touchdown- fo-r the Browns'
coach at Auburn University. to pass the glory to his pro- other scoring.
Before the exhibition, the
He said he decided to wait a tection, saying: "The line is
year to decide.
8-10ths of a successful pass- Hall of Fame installed
ing game. it provided me George Blanda, Willie
"I was 30 years old in 1963
with the time to throw. My Davis, Jim Ringo and
look
and the prospects didn't
was simple. All I had to oldtimer Morris -Red"
job
too good," he said. "You
have these times when
you're not too pleasd with
yourself." Things changed
when former Auburn basketball coach Joel Eaves
became athletic director at
Georgia. He hired Dooley.

Football Hail Of
Fame Inducts 18
College Greats
By LARRY NEUMEISTER
Associated Press Writer
MASON, Ohio (AP) —
University of Georgia football Coach Vince Dooley
isn't optimistic about his
team's chances of repeating
as national champions.
Dooley accepted the
MacArthur Bowl trophy for
winning the 1980 championship Sunday as 18 college
greats were enshrined into
the College Football Hall of
Fame.
At one point during the
ceremonies, former Notre
Dame coach Ara Parseghian
leaned over and told Dooley,
"I know what you're thinking. When this is all over,the
new season begins."
Parseghian was right. The
man who became a legend at
Notre Dame as he lost just 17
of 116 games in 11 years has
been in Dooley's shoes. His
teams captured two national
championships.
But Dooley said he doesn't
expect to duplicate last year
when Georgia won all twelve
games.
"Last year, the chances
were slim, but this year
Utters a lot slimmer. Trying to defend a championship in college sports is a lot
different than in professional
football," he said, pointing
out that professional teams
keep many players from
year to year.
Dooley said there were two
times in his life when he considered quitting coaching

Sports, Briefly
-Buicks.Harry Gant and BobAUTOBACING
by Allison, were touriN a
(AP)
Ala.
TALLADEGA,
.
— Rookie Ron Bouchard won fifth,respectively.
None of the 13 winners in
a dramatic three-car dash to
the finish line to record his the history of the event have
first Grand National victory won more than once.
CYCLING
in the $294,000 Talladega 500
MOSCOW (AP) — Cyclist
NASCAR stock car race,
finagling two feet ahead of Sergei Kopylov set a world
Darrell Waltrip and averag- record by covering 200
meters from a standing start
ing 156.737 mph.
Terry Labonte inished a on a covered track with a
foot behind Waltrip, as the time of 10.37 seco the Soviet
first five finishers all drove news agency lass reported.

• The International Banana
Festival and Pepsi-Cola will
sponsor a 10,000 meter road
race and one-mile fun run on
Aug.1 5.
Saturday,
Registratoion and race
starts will be at the First
United Methodist Church,
Carr and Second Streets in
Fulton,Ky.
The10,000 meter event will
been at 7:30 a.m. with the
Fun Run following the end of
the longer race. Entry forms
can be obtained by sending a
self-addressed, stamped
envelope to the International
Banana Festival, P.O. Box
428, Fulton, Ky., 42041 or by
calling (502) 472-2975.

Entry fee is 0 for- the
10,000 meter run. All runners
will receive a T-shirt and a
computerized comparison
for their finishing times with
those of all runners in the nationwide Pepsi Challenge
Series. A pair of running
shoes will be awarded to the
overall male- and 71einale
winners..
Entry,fie for the one-mile
Fun Run is $1. All runners
are advised to be cautious of
the hot, humid conditions.
There will be two aid stations with water on the 10,000
meter course and free
refreshments after both
races.

Getting settled
made simple.
llow-tem dilemmas fade
after a WELCOME WISH Gall
the
Is year latest, it's my job to help yee make
areas.
shoppieg
Sr
neighborhood.
meet of your sew
Community opportunities. Speoill attraction. Lets
of facts to use you time sad mousy.
Pies a basket itaifts for your family.
I'll be Weida'ler peer sell.

Welcome II (w,()n
e King 492-8348

mg1.011.11Pqfp.w

)..py

games where he'll compete
in the 1,500 meter race-walk.
"Right now were in dire
need of some funds," Nix
said. Travel expenses will
exceed $300 to send Wicker
and the response has been
very small says Nix.
Nix says anyone wishing to
donate to the Wicker travel
cause should contact Nix,
Wicker or Calloway County
High School.

FINANCEIA
ROLLBACK

Banana Festival
Sponsors 10K Run

Enshrined Sunday into the
Hall of Fame were
Parseghian; Bob Gain, Kentucky; Raymond Brown,
USC; Sam Huff, West
Virginia; Merlin Olsen, Utah
,State; Eddie LeBaron,
Pacific; Jim Swink, Texas
Christian; J.C. Caroline, Illinois; Glenn Dobbs, Tulsa;
Clayton Tcsinemaker, MinWard,
Bob
Maryland, and Ed Franco,
Fordham.
Also elected Into thehall
posthumously were John
Harding, Pittsburgh; Andrew Moore, Tennessee;
Charley Berry, Lafayette;
Calvin Jones, Iowa; Steve
Lach, Duke, and Barry
Wood,Harvard.

It's not every day when a Mike Wicker, Rt. 1, Almo,
16-year-old athlete is eligible who qualified for the AAU
to compete in the olympics, Junior Olympics national
even if it is the Junior Olym- competition held at Wake
pics.
Forrest 'University in
However,finances the way Winston-Salem N.C. beginnthey are today, are preven- ing Aug.6-9.
ting more and more athletes Along with coach Jim Nix
from ever making it to the of Calloway County High
games, let alone competing School, the pair have been
in them.
trying to raise enough
One such hardship case is money to send Wicker to the

AVAILABLE

Mary Hamilton 753-6570

ANNUAL
cyr
a,
PERCENTAGE
RATE
WHEN YOU
BUY AND TAKE
DELIVERY
ON ANY NEW _
CHEVROLET
CAR DURING
AUGUST 1981

NOW ISTHE TIME
TO BUY

What a great time to buy a new
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617

641 South, Murray

•
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WANT ADS ARE YE
4
101A6ce

BID ANNOUNCEMENT

r:A
Twenty-one members of Company D of the 100th Division, Murray Army
Reserves, held a tactical exercise on Kentucky Lake July 18-19, according to 2nd
Lt. Randy Wright, officer in charge of the exercise. The group is shown receiving
classroom instruction on nuclear and biological defense. The campsiteis in the
background.

Sgt. jetton demonstrates the making of a poncho raft.

Bids will be received until 1:00 p.m.-CDT
August 17, 1981 by Mc. Stuart Poston,
Administrator of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, for completition of a
suite in the Professional Office Buikling.
Work will include sprinklers, mechanical,
electrical, metal stud and sheet rock
work, floor tile, millwork, glass and
glosing, acousticalseilings, and painting.
Plans may be obtained at Mr. Poston's
office by making a $25.00 deposit, which
is refundable. A 5% bid bond or cashiers
check will be required with each bid.

2. Notice

2. Notice

Charlie Brown Play School,
1617 W. Olive. Daily, $5.50
or hourly, $1.00. Call
753-7359.

Complete Engine
Tune Up 4-68 Cyl.
Now $35.00
ECONOMY TIRE

Sgt. John Young,
the rope bridge.

urray, and Sgt. Allen Cunningham, Murray, are constructing

Et SERVICE

•
I

753-8500
i/.V%i•MA/%11.W..41

Reward for information on
who broke into Bob
Hubert's cabin on Blood
River. Information confidential, $250. 247-3761.

4

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
‘111

•

ACROSS
6 Sun god
1 Body of
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle_
7 Doctrine
water
8 Dregs
BUM EIDID UM=
4 A month
9 Inquire
BUM CCM MOO
9 Brunched
10 Golf mound
BUD QUO OUU
12 Poem
11 Transgress
13 Rent
16 Dross border GUMMI OUOUOU
14 Weight of
18 Follow
OU MOUE
India
20 Tint.)
=CU GIUMUONO
15 Annoy •
22 Pamphlet
IMIU =UM SIM
17 MOM timid
23 Ardent
CUOUOMUO UMW
19 Every
24 Article
IMMO WC
21 Tin symbol
26 Venomous
MOM GIBUOUN
22 Mots or Jets
spider
A UM
UM UCCIU
25 Away
28 Conjunction
OM OEM OEM
27 Shore bird
29 Repulses
UM EMU =UM
31 Hurried
30 Stage
32 Joys
whisper
34 Silver symbol 32 Footlike part 44 African
rootstonk
35 Type of coat 33 The sun
51 Dad or soda
antelope
36 Fish eggs
35 Rower part 46 Greek letter 52 Yellow ocher.
37 Greek letter 39 French article 48 Employs
54 Greek letter
38 Heavenly
40 Riders saci,49 Siamese
55 Equality
41 Actor Knight -41 Tantalum
money
56 Depot: Abbr.
42 Waste
symbol
50 Hawaiian
59 Scale note
-allowance
43 Sea eagle
44 Strong wind
45 Hebrew
month
47 Stupefy
49 Fruits
53 Arrogates
57 Also
58 Name
130 Clothe
81 Gatuity
82 Assumed
name
63 Anglo-Saxon
money
DOWN
1 Cut short
2 Fuss
3 Still
4- Athena
5 Fitter

Contracts Complete
For Second Unit
WINCHESTER, Ky. (AP)
- East Kentucky Power
CooperAtive has completed
revisibn the contracts for
the &bitty' Power Station to
place the second unit on an
optional status.
The revision was finalized
at the EKPC board of directors' meeting on Thursday.
According to Bob Miller,
public relations director, the
contract revision places the
second unit On an optional
status until 1963. He said if
the second unit is needed and
approved before that time,
the option clause will be invoked.

I Need

a special frame'
Ask to, our Frame Shop
II pee

Carter Studio
753 82981
300 Main
Anifiindra
Sgt. Dennis Jetton of Paris, Tenn., is shown in a hasty
_
river crossing.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
FOR TUESDAY,AUGUST 4, all

are in the offing. Avoid
disputes about the coaL of
entertainment.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) lae)
Make decisions about major
ARLES
purchases for the home. Luck
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 411.
44
1
Despite some domestic ten- is with you in property and
sion, you should have a good residential matters. Family
talks augur well.
time with
WINCHESTER, Ky. (AP) nership close friends. Part- LEO
matters are favored
(July 23to Aug.22) 4244A
-7- A shootout has left a Clark and some decide to marry':
Now's the time to mdke imCounty man dead, according TAURUS
-portant calls. Improved
(Apr.20 to May 20)
to Kentucky State Police.
New career opportunities powers of concentration lead
A domestic dispute at 3:30
to creative accomplishment
a.m. Friday ended with the are promising, but avoid fric- and general success.
tion
with
a
co-worker.
death of Frank Travis, 24, of Domestic
projects and family VIRGO
rural Clark County, police matters are also
highlighted. (Aug.23 to Sept. 22) 11M
Long-pending financial
reported, after a trooper GEMINI
answered a complaint by (May 21 to June 20) n°11
9
- deals now come through.
Creative work pays off now. Capitalize on a fastLeslie Dunn of Jackson
New romantic opportunities developing opportunity to Ito-Ferry Road.
prove income and add to
possessions.
LD3RA
(Sept 23 to Oct. 22)
Optimisn attracts benefits.
You'll make a favorable impact on others. Still, be tactful
in dealing with superiors.
Social life picks up.
SCORPIO
(Oct 23to Nov.21) MeV
You'll profit from behindthe-scenes moves. A conftdential chat bodes well for career
success. Distant matters may
PHOOEY--cause concern.
THIS IS
SAGM'ARIUS
aftep
(Nov. 22to Dec.21) ^
TERRIBLE)
Friends are a source of
-V
0valuable advice. Accept invitations and enjoy festive
outings. Avoid impulsive
moves regarding finances.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.n to Jan. 19) ICI
Talks with higher-ups are
productive. Aim for the top. A
close tie may be impatient
Make important decisions affecting future security.
I-10YV ABOUT A
AQUARIUS
SINGING COMMERCIAL?
(Jan.20 to Feb.18)
Meetings with advisers and
publicists bring benefits.
Ethical questions arise on the
Job. Invitations from a
- distance should please you.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) XC?
Tax and estate matters are
favored. You may receive a
gift or legacy. New work projects shoukl succeed splendidly. Begin now!
YOU DORN TODAY are
cAper 6IRE.aXM 1.14practical and enthusiastic.
IT'S A SET
Equally at home in business
and the arts, you often choose
a field which combines both:
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
gives for your birth Sign.

WNW WILMA AWN Shootout -Leaves
WMM WEN= WWI
WENN= BMW= Clark Mai Dead
BMW EM
WWWM WNW WHAM
WI= WEINIWIIMME
WM WEE WWII
WEWINIEWINI WOE
WM= WEE WM=
WW MOWN
WWWMEW WEMWWW
WEE WNW= WWI
WEN WNW= HIM

AUNT FR ITZ I---MAY
I HAVE THIS COLD
BOTTLE OF POP
TO COOL OFF?

SURE

BEETLE,I've slELL ED AT YOU,
CUSSED'IOU OUT, EIEGISED
AND PLEADED, AND BEAT YOLl
NoTi-liNS WORKS?:

HEY,
1
A MINUTE!

To415 PLATE
* DIRTY!

C..

NEW FAmic.),, ON THE
PHANTOM'S
9STRIPE5, FUZZY AND
THEIR TIGON
CUBS„,

MSS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Minn toiler lima by
5:30 p.m Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p m. Saturdays ore urged
to colt 751.1916 between S:19 PIT
Mode, bush Fri*. w
1:11 p.m. eel 1 p.m. Salmiam
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
',tints periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be picked by va weekdays
'4 Fa. Saturdays to guorontee
de(rverv.

The regular business office
hours of The Murray ledger 1 !immix@ I CO. le 5
Monday
through Friday and I au is NW.
Saturdays.

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for.
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4.1n1Aemory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus. Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment 20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating

24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
21. Mob. Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
31. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45.firms for Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
a& Auto. Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
Si. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

d'eAW
4 Heavy
Duty
Lifetime Shocks Installed
Now
>Only $49.00

4 ECONOMY TIRE
&SERVICE
753 8500

FOt SALE
1
1974 Tombs DT 100
dirt hie. Robvilt
motor. Rods only
enough to sot dogs
sines
robollinag
motor. $125.00. Cal
436-5360.
Taking orders for fried pies
436-5525 after noon

1 640 Pro Craft less
boot, with Star
troller, trolling motor
and 150 k.p. Mercury
Outboard. Call 753.

ECIA1
A 14 Kt. GP chain will
be given away FRUwith the purchase of
any boot or shoe.
VERNON'S
=STERN
SURE
Olymplc Sep*/ Ow«
Open t cm.

PECIAL
THIS WEEK
380 D/A
Artomatk Pistol

SterNag

;195.00
Gehl &
Silver
hwu Sleep
amok Sherviss Or.
a.m.1•111 p.a.
753-1113

15. Art

6. Help Wanted
Office nurse for local.
established physician. Must
be able to do VeniPunC•
tare, EK6, and urinal lab
work, Or be willing to learn.
Send resume to P.O. Box'
1040-H, Murray, KY.
Radiology
Registered
Technologist for modern
radiology department of
218 bed hospital. Competabye salary and fringes.
Contact Personnel Office,
Murray Calloway Co. Hospital, 502-753-5131.
Secretary, general secretary
skills, 60 words a minute
typing, $3.35 per hour
starting salary, full time„
Personnel.-'
Action
753-6532.
Wendy's of Murray now.
accepting applications for
manager and manager.
trainee. Apply in person'
daily between 2:00 and5:00 p.m.

WANTED

I

I1n
Experienced maringer
or Arno Parts. Seed
sew te P.O. Ilex
040G, /Amoy, Kenecky 42071.

1. Storage Bldgs.
Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.

9. Situation Wanted
College student seeking
part time employment.
Good, reliable worker.
Flexible hours. 7674094
after 6 p.m.
Wanted, vacant lots to
mow. 753-7746.

FOISALE
1977 Nods 550 Farr
K stroot blico. N.. H,.
high rise bock rest,
road pegs, cruise control, and luggage
ruck. 3400 miles on
It. $1100. CAI 4365360.
What we do best is care.
Needline, 753-6333.

mugs
Yellow Freestone,
escellent for freezing
or canning. Pick„your
own. $9.50 per
bushel. Some for
$5.00 a bushel. 3.1/2
miles West of Lynn
Grove. Watch the
signs.
SINPPE &
SIX ORCIIARD
382-2762 or 3288488

Will babysit evenings .and
weekends. 795-1139.
Will workon lawn mowers.
Call 753-0751.

10. Business
Opportunity
$180 Per Week Part Time
at ' Home.
Webster,
America's foremost dictionary company needs home
workers to update local
mailing lists. All ages,
experience unnecessary..
Call 1-716-842-6000, ext.
5112.
AVON
Christmas selling starts in
August. Start to make
money now. Call 753-5750,
Murray, or 443-3366,
Paducah.

12. Insurance

8 ft. II
glass fi
across th
reg. box
$200.
conditio

Collector
land, se
numbers
chero,
753-079

For sale
plies.
dishes,
lots of
436-552

Ladies
38-44, s
Call 753

est

%Jr(

Cherry
$175. C

Vinyl co
stock
single
single I
The
Cornpan

21Y-Si

The Pis'
a feelin
variety,
registra
Kentucl
Store,
Hopkin!
164-11
12-5,(5

227*

PIAI4

Ihr

SI
Ml
Cl

SP!?
PIA

Want
party
rriont
spinet
seen I
Tana

Shelb

5. lost & Found
Lost, medium size black
and tan Sheperd Collie,
male, wearing red collar
and togs. Reward. 753-4769 anytime.

6. Help Wanted
Excellent Manager oppty. in
Jewelry home shows. Free
Hostess Gifts including
14kt gold. High weekly
comm. No investment. Call
free Lisa Jlry. Co.
1-800-631-1258.
Needed, someone to.supiervise sales lot. Must have
mechanical ability and be
able to drive 18 wheel
tractor and trailer. Experience necessary. Apply
in person to,Don McCord at
Trucks, Trailers, and Buses,
Hwy 641 S., Murray,
KY, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
August 3rd-5th.

McDONALDS
is now accepting
applications for
employment. Days
nights
and
available. Apply in
person between 24 p.m. McDeueld's 107 N.
124, Murray.

23.E
. ant o :uy
1 bushel Kentucky Wonder
pole beans. Call 753-1733.
Baby furniture. Call 7538345.
Cesna 150, 57 through 60
model, pull type starter.
Willing to pay $3000. Call
753-3563.
Need cash? Will buy white
oak veneer. Highest prices
ever. Direct buyer. Call
527-1630.

21
2
11

Wanted: Your old comic
books. $20 per 100, must
be in at least good
condition. Call between 9
. AM-1 PM, 753-3574.

15. Artides For Sale -Sod-Good KY Bluegrass. ,
- Sold in field- on pallets. _
50C a yard. Louisville,
KT (502)239-8515.
Two Burrouglis adding
machines. prime C'ondition.
Barrel chair, golf bag, 4
speakers: 1966 Oldsmobile, .
low mileage. /53-7340.
Wall hung fireplace. G.E.
stereo, Murray High band '
jacket, complete Flag
uniform. Call 753-4768.

W NTED
TALENT FOR TELEVISION AND
RADIO COMMERCIALS AND
MODEIJNG
All
ages
are
invited
to
tryout _children-adults- (10 winners to
be selected). Trybuts will be easy' Contestants will be asked to say a few words
before a TV camera. Video tapes will be
judged by professionals. Tryouts to be
held in downtown Paducah, Kentucky
Friday and Mturday, August 7 and 8. Contestants must pick up an application or
participating downtown Poe/yeah merchants and complete by August 5th. Completed applications may be mailed to the
Paducah Area Chamber of Commerce,
P.O. Box 810, Paducah, KY 42001.

2
AIM

5
.
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15. Articles For Sale
8 ft. Tyler freezer, with
glass front and mirror
across the back, $300 6 ft
veg box with 4 glass doors.
$200. Both in good
condition. 1-382-2479.
Collector prints, Ken Holland, series no 1, mixed
numbers. 1979 Ford RanCalf
sharp
chero,
753-0790
For sale, Restaurant supplies. Paper products,
dishes, glasses, platters.
lots of miscellaneous. Call
436-5525 after noon.
Ladies clothes, large sizes
38-44, slacks, tops, dresses
Call 753-8236.
sod Foroltwo
we buy- sod - Sr
for 1 *es to Mirk
states! SPECIAL for The
amiss 11414411041:
troll -, by b.
11000 & SON
105 S. 516
753-4661

0
171 1E 1B11:/
31LI1a44tbitaMIM
Rent
For
24. Miscellaneous 32. Apts.
estock 45. Farms For UV 47. Motorcyc
IT. iti53. Seri-di-Offered 53. Services Offered
. effirilfe
ATC Honda 200 4 months AAA CUSTOM. MADE
Antiques. collectables, salv- 1 Bedroom apt.. $80 2
If
your
is
living
country
Supplies
•
& K Stump Removal. Do
age. and junk. No charge Bedroom apt . $100 per
CABINETS, bookcases.
pleasure, come and take a old. Call 489-2666
for lay-aways We buy. sell,
or trade most anything.
Paris Landing Country
Store. open 7 days a week,
8 a.m. to 8 p.m. On Hwy
199 across from Paris
Landing State Park. 901642-8119.
Excess and Salvage
materials, ceramic floor
tile, kitchen counter tops,
old cabinet base, Colmon
stove, barrell pump,
louvered shutters, 100 Amp
fuse box, misc. fuse boxes,
storm and screen doors,
window sash and doors.
One large sign with lights,
100 watt mobile liner, CB
antenna with cable. Harmon Malone Construction
at Drive In Theater.
Peaches for sale, $10 a
bushel. Call 436-5427.
SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS,
and TRUCKS available.
Many sell under $200! Call
312-742-1143 Ext. 2641
for information on how to
purchase.

16. Home
26. TV-Radio
Furnishings Stereo system,

month. Water, stove. refrigerator, au-conditioner
furnished. At Lynn Grove.
753-7874.
1 Bedroom apartment. near
M.S.U. 753-3134.
1 bedroom furnished apartment. 1 block from
campus, $140 per month.
Water furnished No pets.
Available now Call 7531203.
_____
--t
Leming
Ilive

MUR-CAl
APARTMENTS
1, 2 I 3 bedrose oath hoe
$145.00 Im la /111

licaro,d mil, We, co*
striclW meal beat mil
amend, kitties appliewes.
Is,

sillis Hat-Fri. 94*
t::IlHooa
°f
NcrIlveed Dr.
Murray, 14.
502-159-4914
heel Rusin Opperbeity

2 brand new saddles May
be seen at 1400 Sycamore.
or call 153-8849.

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC German Shepherd
puppies. 28 champions in 5
generations. Also registered
Eskimo Spitz puppies
502-554-2153
For sale. AKC registered
Boxer puppies, 12 wks. old.
Call 354-8216.
Registered English Setter
pups, Championship blood
lines. Females $50, males
$75. Danny Bazzell, 4928607. Nights, 753-5169.

40. Produce
Courtland Apples for sale.
Tucker Orchard. Landfill
Rd. Call 489-2467 to
reserve order

43. Real Estate
Figures Don't Lie. $8.80 per
sq. ft. makes this 2500 sq
ft. house the best buy in
town. House is unfinished
so you can add your own
personal touches and
decorating ideas. See this
today. Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724.

Hop,sm,& jump
To the shopping
areas from this'very

special
iP
evt l°caeryspectioin
isisna
Thnve
c
3 bedroom, 14a bath
loi:ehts. extra
gee cw
ihaorm
carpet in living room
and hall and new
vinyl in kitchen.
very well built home.
Owner is leaving
make
trice red uacnedoffetro.
$43,500. Contact KoPperud Realty in the
House
White
Building,711 Main.
N
Hemmed In? The open
spaciousness of this one
floor plan makes the kitchen, dining area, and livmg room practically one
huge room with beamed
cathedral ceiling and indirect lighting. The 3
bedrooms are in a quiet
separate wing. Add 1 and
3/4 baths. This home has an
assumable loan priced in
the low 40's. Call 7531492...Offered by Century
21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors.

2 Bdrm. apart. furnished or
complete unfurn. New carpet. Adults,
Cherry table and 4 chairs component. Excellent con- no pets. Lease and deposit
required. Call 753-9208 at.
dition. Call 753-8726.
$175. Call 753-0778.
4 p.m.
Building lot, 1 1/2
Vinyl wall paper Buy-Out. In
2 Bedroom duplex, kitchen
stock values to $1_3_95,
ocres. Reduced for
furnished, near MSU.
single roll, now $4.99
quick sale. Owner
Deposit and one year lease
single roll, while ,it lasts.
leaving town.
Call
pets.
No
required.
The Sherwin Williams
(Boars:at)
Wont Waldrop
759-1087.
Company.
Rood Estee
CLAYTONS
Two apartments furnished,
20. Sports
Undo Jeffs
(op..NMI7 p.m) including all utilities. Near
Canter
Equipment
University. Also, 1 -bedroom
750.1707
The Pistol People: Invest in 27. Mobile Home Salesfurnished house. 753-3984.
a feeling of security, largest
All electric apartment near
BOYD-MAJORS
Appraisels - Camvariety, lowest priced, no
University. Ideal for 2 girls.
Management
REAL ESTATE
tiling
in
tape
red
or
registration
Utilities furnished. $170
MUST SELL
753-8080
and Sales.
Kentucky. Country Boy
'per month. C,all 753-9829.
1111
bedroom
Store, 9 miles west of Two
RON TALENT
Professional Services
Efficiency apartment. $120
Hopkinsville Junction KY
With The Friendly Touch"
REALTOR
home on
mobile
month, $120 deposit.
per
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
753-9894
Call 753-9829.
HAVE YOUR CAKE
beautiful shaded
- mad
12-5,(502) 885-5914.
AND EAT IT TOO!!
furnished
Extra nice unfurnished 2
Is
Eat.
22. Musical
Therwien
A sound investment
Norden.
Kitapartment.
bedroom
washer &
that will pay for
us werence &
chen appliances turn..
dryer hookup.
itself!! Modern brick
central heat/air, carpeted.
Reel Estate
PIANOS-ORWIS
753-8090
rooms,
duplex--4
w/d hookup. Lease and
Surthslie Ceert Sq.
deposit required. No pets:
bath, modern kitchen
Tow couplet.Murray, Kowtyseby
no college students. 759with appliances, cenKeyboard Dealer
753-4451
28. Mobile Homes 1750.
tral heat and central
air each side. Good
For Rent For rent, available August
Sales-Rentals
location.
2 bedroom, extra
16th,
12x50' all electric mobile
Musk Lessens home,
nice, in Westwood Subdivi2 miles east of
sion, Call 753-3966.
Murray. $130 per month
RIVER WOOD
7534222 rent. $100 deposit. Call Garage Apartment, furLarge residential lot,
FOR MEM
campus.
to
close
nished,
753-9829.
753-7575
city
water, sewer
No pets. Call 753-2977.
2 bedroom trailer for rent.
FIVE BEDROOM
available, located in
$90 per month. 4 miles Apartments for rent, near
HOME
prestigious RiverFOR SALE
South of Murray. Deposit downtown Murray. 753wood. Owner will
Located on a tree
and references required. 4109. or 436-2844.
SPINET-CONSOLE
shaded lot near the
finance 25% down,
753-6753.
PIANO BARGAIN
Roommate wanted. Female
old city park. This
12% interest. Only
Wanted: Responsible
remolded older home
7,500.
2 or 3 bedroom, furnished to share nice 3 bedroom, 2
party to take over low
offers comfortable,
or unfurnished, new carpet, bath brick with same. Large
monthly payments on
new furniture, central air, yard and private area. $100
economical family
be
spinet piano. Can
gas heat, underpinned. May monthly. Share reasonable
living. Fireplace in
seen locally. Write credit
be seen at Shady Oaks. utility bill. References to be
the living room, formanager P.O. Box 537
exchanged. 474-8881 after
753-5209 or 753-2876.
HorseCounty- 10 acres or
mal dining room,
Shelbyville, Ind.46176
park your mobile home and
Completely furnished 2 6:30.
central gas heat, and
enjoy
this country setting.
2
21,
home
Rent
mobile
for
bdrm.
a
Rooms
are
33.
basement
full
23. Exterminating
Acreage completely fenced.
miles east of town. $110 Room and board for 2
few of the features of
well and septic inper month, deposit. Cole- people at A-14, Fox
this roomy home. Ofcluded...convenient -locaReal Estate. 753-9898, Meadows, $3011.-_10r .both.
through Kopberween -Wafted and
perud Realty,753- tion
Two bedroom trailer near $150 each. Call 753-2219.
Murray. Take a look today.
Murray, no pets. Call
1222.
Offer by CENTURY 21.
34. Houses For Rent
489-2611.
Loretta Jobs, Realtors...75313tdroom, 2 bath brick
OUR PRIDE,YOUR
29. Heating-Cooling 3home;
1492.
stove, refrigerator,
JOY
We repair and clean ac.. and wid hook-up.
Home and 75 acres
air-conditioners. , We also Newly decorated. Walk to
just short distance
buy used air-conditioners. MSU campus. Lease and
addintiEDI
from town. Modern
Dill's Electric. 753-9104.
security deposit required.
three bedroom, two
Call 753-1995 or (901)683bath home, fireplace
7531222
7370.9 am til noon.
with new insert wtth
monies son
newly
3 Bedroom house
blower, several outdecorated; air-conditioners.
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Commovaity Center)
buildings, and 65
NEW
garden spot. No pets. Four
acres of very producSpecializing in Senior Citizens
GATESBOROUGH
miles west of Murray. $225
tive land. Owner
LISTING
Open Hours
per month. Call 753-4406
financing available
Economical three
435-4119.
or
to qualified buyer.
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
bedroom home only
3 bedroom frame house at
Phone any member
three years old.
8-12 753-3685
133 North 9th St. Call
of the Kopperud
Home has been
759-4784.
For Appointment
Realty Home Team
maticulously main
for all the inforFor rent,.3 bedroom, 2 bath
tamed both inside
maton.753-1222.
house. Suitable for 3
and out, has hea
students; $100 each, plus
pump heating and
deposit. 6 miles from
cooling system,large
Each
335.
No.
TRIPLEX
Murray and 2 miles from
two car garage with
Make our store your headquarters
unit has range, refngerator,
lake. 436-2240, 436-5455.
air conditioner. City water,
area and atstorage
for
sewer. One 4-room apartThree bedroom house near
priced at
tractively
ment, two 3-room apartKy lake. completely furonly $62,500. Phone
ments. 4 baths in building.
100:90 lot is on paved road,
nished. Includes washer
753-1222 Kopperud
near university, short
One lot galvanized garbage cans
and dryer $200. Deposit
Realty for real serdistance to town center.
required. 753-8964 after 5
$50,100 price; possible finanvice in Real Estate.
cing.
NEAR
UNIVERSITY
unfurnished
oom
Two-bedr
STROUT REALTY
Many other items still
Very attractive brick
house. Married couple, no
Joe I.. KrI111011 Kr..ker
Clearanced Priced
!SU( ..litviaier dd.
home on quiet street
pets, gas heat. 759-4401.
University.
near
753-0186(Anytime)
36. For Rent Or
New heat pum
For Lease
heating and cooling
system, fireplace in
Extra nice 3 bedroom house
BARGAINS
den. Extremely
located in Murray, $495 per
753-1543
•
Lake front cottage.
economical utility
month. Security deposit
214111. Maim
Four rooms and bath.
and 1 year lease required,
bills, lovely tree
no pets. Call 436-2935 or
shaded lot. Offered in
Located On main lake,
753-0839.
the $40's. Kopperud
deep water.
Realty, 711 Main
For Lease: 2 Bdrm duplex
Also
apartments. Central heat/treet.
Three bedroom home,
air, carpets. Man and wife,
torpor, and garage
or lady teacher. Call
located 10 miles
Warehouse on Railroad
492-8850. or 753-806/.
west, with or without
Ave., 1400 sq. ft. Fenced in
ocreoge. Moke Offer.
lot. Call 753-9400. '
•
Interviewing for most cutters, cool's, disbweeberi,
-4111640-•
MINA
For Sale'
753-911911
waitresses, line people, cashiers, food prep
W ar•Issmsso
Beautiful lot, Anderson
people. Apply in person Rowena Manpower Services
Stomps Specs
Shores. Corner of Cross
293 S. 6tb, Wormy between $ e.m. to 12 a.m.
For Rost
Spann and Cindy Dr
P110P11111Y MANAC.F4.411447
Monday end Tuesday Ampost 3rd gad 46.
75$
$1700 502-886-6358.

SAVE 25%
SCANNERS

fl

CLAYTONS

7534080

Kelley's Tertnit
& Pest Control

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

you need stumps removed
His and Her Hondas 250 music centers. etc
from your yard or land
Reasonable
ss
436-2566
es
e
l
mil
Xmlayppnreowx 1320500xL,
cleared of stumps? We can
Nearly
MOBILE HOME 5ANCHORS remove stumps up to 24'
both
Sell
miles.
than 100
underpinning roof's sealed
below the ground, leaving
tor $1150. Call 762-2446 or patio awnings and house only sawdust and chips
436-2591.
evening
type roofs for mobile Call for free estimate. Bob
homes 753-1813 Jack Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
49. Used Cars
Kemp. Jr. 435-4319
1975 Triumph Spitfire Glover
convertible Nice condition. MOBILE HOME REPAIR. In
under- MITCHELL BlACKTOPPING
ow
well kept, many new parts, stalling tie dns
Commercial and resideninstalling
pinning. roofing,
46-.Homes For Sale $2700 753-8425.
tial Also patching. sealing.
Also
windows.
and
doors
Cutlass
Olds
1978
and striping. For estimates
3
8
7
9
1
patios.
905
N.
house.
Bedroom
Supreme. Blue, good condi- build porches and
18th. Inquire at 759-4784 hon. 753-5439.
Call 753-6973. Free call 753-1537.
/
after 6 P.M.
estimates! No job too
1979 4 door Chevette, small!
Brick house. 2 yrs. old. 3
excellent condition. $5000.
bdrms , 2 baths. formal
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Call 767-2555.
Whirlpool,
dinning room. large den, 2
Kenmore,
car, garage, concrete drive, 1979 Chevette, automatic, Westinghouse. Experienced
large patio: house has many air-conditioned. Excellent independent service Bobby
extras. Owner will consider condition, well taken care Hopper, 753-4872
miles.
financing, see at 1809 of. 19.000
Air-conditioners. dryers,
Need work on your trees'
Wiswell Rd. or call 753- 767-2555.
washers. and freezers Topping, pruning. shaping
0839 or 436-2935.
1979 Pinto Pony, very good repaired Call 759-1322.
complete removal and
tt, condition. $3100. Call
By Owwitnher1410500500uask sDgrive
more Call BOYER'S TREE
Well
and
Air-conditioning
:
753-0331 after 400
Pump Repair Electrical SERVICE for professional
living area, fully carpeted, 3 76 Grand Prix, two-tone Work, New or Repair Call tree care, 753-8536
bedrooms, built-in kitchen red, low mileage, excellent 753-9856 or after 5 P.M
Now open! Doug Jones
and family room combma- condition, power windows
753-8526
Electric, Airport Rd Retion, living room. utility, and doors, cruise, tilt
sidential work. Guaranteed.
one large bath, lots of wheel, AM/FM stereo. Call All of your plumbing and
air-conditioning needs. Also free estimates. Call 753storage. Low $40's. Call 436-2682.
do carpentry, painting, 9555.
753-9818. Must see to
roofing, and concrete. All Painting and Decorating.
appreciate.
work done to satisfaction
Oldsmobile
1979
Interior and Exterior. 10
room
For sale by owner, six
years experience. I take the
Delta RoyW, 4 door 753-9822.
brick house. 2 bedrooms.
Sedan, Jowl, one Asphalt driveways and time to do the lob right.
garage, on corner lot.
parking lots sealed by Call 759-1692
owner.
78x187'. In quiet reFor free estimates Professional paperhanging,
Sears.
neighborhood.
sidential
PURDOMS
call 753-2310.
painting, farm buildings.
Walking distance to shopOLDSMOBILE
ping center. Call 753-1276.
Carpenter, 30 years ex- top. sides. Commercial or
PONTIAC
residential. Call Tremon
perience. Call 436-2253.
For sale by owner: AttracFarris, 759-1987.
CADILLAC
tive 2 bedroom frame house
Concrete and block, brick
1406W. Man
in Panorama Shores. Newly
work. Basements, drive- Small block brick and stone
decorated on corner lot.
753-5315
ways, storm cellars, por- laying lobs. Also concrete
Shade, fruit trees, garden
ches. 20 years experience. finishing, some e,arpenter
work, 30 years expertence4
spot, fully insulated. AC..
753-5476.
electric heat. stove flue, 50. Used Trucks
759-1920.
washer/dryer hook-up. 1951 Willis seep C13-A, 4 Dale Spenser's portable Warning! Don't read this
painting
Community water. b rock wheel dr,, original 4 sand blasting and
unless you're in need .of
753-6626.
or
753-5198
Call
and ii2 from lake. Ideal for cylinder engine. 436-2840.
roofing, carpentry, or elecretired couple. Clean as a
Fence sales at Sears now. trical work. New or repair.
pin! Priced $28,500. 1967 Chevrolet pickup. Call Sears. 753-2310 for All guaranteed. Call Joe.
Shown by appointment short wheel base, 6 cyl free estimate for your 753-9226 for free estimate.
straight. Call 435-4417 needs.
only. Call 436-5830.
after 4 p.m.
Wet basement? We make
For your house cleaning, wet basements dry, work
Price Reduced
low
,
76
Datsun
window washing and rug completely guarenteed, Call
for sale by owner, 2
Sharp. cleaning, call 753-1979.
bedroom frame house. with mileag
Or write Morgan ConstrucPm
7 acres of land, of which 5 753-17
Guttering by Sears. Sears tion Co.. Route 2. Box
is in woods. Recently Surplus Jeeps, Cars, and continuous gutters installed 409A, Paducah, KY 42001.
redecorated, carpet Trucks. Many sell under per your specifications. Call or call day or night.
throughout. Two out- $200. Call 312-742-1143, Sears 753-2310 for free 1-442-7026.
buildings. one can be used Ext. 2641 for info, on how estimate.
Will • do concrete work
for workshop. Located in to purchase.
and
refrigeration,
after 4•00.
Heating.
753-3111
Call
Community.
Grove
Lynn
51. Campers
electrical repair. Bob's Will haul driveway white
753-8729.
Service, rock and Ag lime,
17 ft. travel trailer, sleeps Refrigeration
also have
47. Motorcycles
6, fully equiped. $1200. Hazel, KY. 498-8370 or any type of brown or white
753-7829. Bobby Lockhart.
1974 850 Norton Com- Call 489-2450.
pea gravel. Also do backhoe
mando, $1000. Call 75920 ft. camper, good I do custom combining- work. Call Roger Hudson
4535 after 5.
corn or beans. Call 435- 753-4545 or 753-6763
condition. Call 435-4564.
1976 Honda. gold wing, full 52. Boats and
4429.
Will sharpen hand saws and
dress. Call 753-5923.
JOHN LANE'S SEPTIC TANK skill saws. 753-4656.
Boat Motors CLEANING. 24 hour service,
1979 400 XS Yamaha.
Yard Mowing. Most city lots
maintained.
1970 Mach I, good condi- also instalation of septic $6.00. Also weeding. Call
Local, well
tanks and backhoe work. 753-3058 before 9 a.m.
3800 miles. Call 753-8463. tion. 502-928-2484.
or 436-5348. 759-1675 after 2 p.m.
48.Auto. Services
53. Services Offered Call 753-8669Electric.
ComGENERAL HOME REPAIR. Johnson's
,
15 years experience carpen- mercial and residential \ Aluminum
KEY
Seivice it.71
try, concrete, plumbing, wiring, gas installed and
AUTO PARTS
aluminum and vinyl
753-7203.
repairing.
roofing. siding, things
515 5.
siding. 'custom trim
the home. Free Carpet Cleaning. Clean,
around
L Ihraraolloilloaky
work. References. Call
estimates! No fob too small. odor-free carpet; looks
Batteries, tires,
Ed Bailey, 753-Will
longer.
Call days 474-2359. 474- better and lasts
wheel covers, mite
0689.
Don't settle for surface
2276 evenings.
(mussed's. 24 hoer
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING cleaning. Insist on steam 56. Free Column
teming. Also a coor vinyl siding and trim. cleaning and get all the
put. Ilno of osod
Aluminum trim for brick dirt. Call Jeff's Carpet Free 6 week old mixed
set* parts.
houses. Jack Glover, 753- Cleaning. Experienced, re- breed puppies. small dogs
liable. 753-9826.
753-5500
Call 753-2504
1873.

look at this. Priced at Only
$31,975 this 2 bedroom
home is on 6 acres, with a
2 bedroom unfinished
apartment. 24 x 24 stable
with loft, smoke house,
se and several
pump house
sheds. All with concrete
floors and electricity Call
Spann Realty Associates,
753-7724

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911

6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351 /753-5352

Police
911

TOBACCO FARMERS

Poison

SPIKES AND KNIVES
1 3 OH
/

BEALE
HARDWARE

OPENING SOON
Golden Corral

Family Stook Homo

44. Lots

my

AVAILABLE

Control

-CHIMNEY
DOCTOR
Chimney Sweep Service
All Types Chimneys
Cleaning and Repair
Night
192 8983

Day
753 1150

753-7588
Loyd A .

753-5131
Callowattounty
Rome Squad

753-6952

Aluminum and Vinyl
Siding, Custom trim
work. Referrieces.
Call Will Ed Ballet,
753-0689.

Landscaping
Lot Profossionsis
onsniewr• yew lawn.
end
Commercial
len •
Rosidontial
dsceping end lows
eseintenence. Mewing, Prolog end
WWI*. Prompt
Service, Ere•
Estimates.

436-2333

- Quality Service
Company
Heating and Air Con
&honing Sales: Sales
and Service. Modern
Sheet Metal & Service
Departments

753-9290

McChire

Tt&D
Murray-Calloway
.'County Hospital

Aluminum
Service
Co.

Onuar
CUSTOM KITCHEN
CABINETS & ONTO*
WOODWORKING
•assreas BORT FORNIT1MI

•aisisn BURT KRONEN
CARNETS

753-5940
1212 MAIN

GENERAL
HOME
REPAIR
IS years expedition; air•
peaTy. concrete, pionobing,
reefing, Wino, damps
emend abs bow. Ms job
too asdi Free ediemetes11

474-2359
Days
474-2276

Nights
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Services Today
At Local Chapel
For J. C. Hale

Mrs. Miles Dies
Today At Hospital
Mrs. Dorothy Miles of 1304
Peggy Ann Drive, Murray,
died today at 8:20 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 78 years of
age.
The deceased, a member
of the Locust Grove Baptist
Church, was the wife of Jack
Miles who died in October
1968. One son, Billy Jack
Miles, also preceded her in
death. Born Feb. 2, 1908, in
Calloway County, she was
the daughter of the late John
Lilburn Rileox and Lorena
Schoreder Wilcox.
Mrs. Miles is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Carolyn
Thomas, Owensboro; three
sons — Bob Miles, 1509 Oxford, Murray, Gene Miles,
Houston, Texas, and Keith
Miles, El Paso, Texas; one
brother, L. L.(Jack) Wilcox,
507 Broad, Murray ; 10
grandchildren; one great
grandchild.
The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home will be in
charge of the funeral and
burial arrangements.

John T. Jeffrey
Dies; Services
Being Held Today

The funeral for J. C. Hale
of 628 Broad Street, Murray,
is being held today at 2 p.m.
at the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
Bill Threet and John Dale officiating. Jerry Bolls is conducting the song service by
singers from the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ.
Active pallbearers are
Calvin Hall, Harry Recker,
David Castleman, Bill
Tabers, Jerry Tabers, and
Elmo Boggess. Honorary
pallbearers are employees
of the Kentucky Highway
Department where Mr. Hale
had been employed for 33
years, and members of the
Hospice Program at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Burial will follow in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Hale, 54, died Saturday at 2:25 a.m. at the local
hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Norma Jean Jewell
Hale; one daughter, Mrs.
Tommy Schroader, and one
granddaughter, Stacy
Schroeder, Murray Route 5;
two sisters, Mrs. Ruth
Schmidt and Mrs. K. D.
Farley; half brother, Buddy
Dunn; half sister, Mrs. Omie
Merrell; five step sisters —
Mrs. Dock Boggess, Mrs.
Jim''Ibmmon, Mrs. Etta
Dick, Mrs. Flossie Byerly,
and Mrs. Pauline Ilkmero;
two step brothers, Guy'and
•
Rudy Dunn.

John T. Jeffrey, former
resident of Calloway County,
died Saturday morning at
--the Parkview Convalescent
•
Center, Paducah.
He was 78 years of age and
a member of the Broadway
Baptist Church at Paducah.
His residence was at 2601
Street,
Washington
Paducah.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Edna Jeffrey;' two
daughters, Mrs. Mary
Evelyn Gregory;--Wareea;.and Mrs. Carolyn
Campbell, Paducah; five
• at
grandchildren; six
grandchildren.
Also surviving
: tie
sisters — Mr
Nelson,Hardin, •: • is ega
Jones, Aurora, and Mrs.
Bonnie Jones, Melvindaki,
Mich.; one brother,
Tilghman Jeffrey,HArdin.
The funeral is being held
today at 1 p.m. at the chapel
of the Lindsey Funeral
Home, Paducah, with the
Rev.Otis Skaggs officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Elm Grove Cemetery in
Calloway County.

Funeral Is Held
For Mr. Cothran
Final rites for Wilmot
(Peg) Cothran of Fern Terrace Lodge were held Saturday at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
tbe Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Gerald
Owen officiating and the
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
Quartet providing the music.
Pallbearers were Troy
Vance, Bobby Andrews,
Relmon Wilson, Lowell
Walker, James Rose, and
Harley Barnett. Burial was
in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mr. Cothran, 75, died
Thursday at 1:25 p.m. at the
Long Term Care Unit of the
Murray-Calloway Counuty
Hospital.
He is survived by one son,
W. H. Cothran, Texas;
brother, Hubert Cothran,
Murray; half sister, Mrs.
Lewis Andrews, Murray
Route 3; four half brothers
— Rollie, Amos, Sam, and
Billy Wayne Sumner; two
step sisters, Mrs. Ella Mae
(Dit) Gordon and Mrs. Gertie Skinner; step brother,
Boyd Sumner.

Myron D. Shive
Dies; Was Guest
At Carroll Home

°attuned Pram Page 1)

this fall at a university.
She recently passed her baccalaureate examination, an examination Philippe must take at the end of
his senior year. French students must
complete the extensive examination
as a final requirement before
graduating from high school.
Although some French journalists
attend a special journalism school,
Philippe's plans after high school are
to study one year of literature followed by three or four years of science or
politics. Then he will receive special
training for two years in politics,
culture or whatever area of journalism he decides to pursue.
Philippe was particularly impressed by Murray State and its campus

C

ommittees..•(Continued From Page 1)

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
David Graham,Coordinator
New Industry — Harold Doran, Peoples Bank,
chairman; Walt Apperson, Murray Ledger &
Times; Paul Kiesow, Fisher Price Toys; Steve
Zea,city; Howard Steely, Bank of Murray.
Existing Industry — Larry Wright, Security
Federal, chairman; Bob Moyer, MSU; Bob Billington, Murray Insurance; Keith Hayes, Fisher
Price Yoys; Helen Spann, Spann Realtors; Dr.
Allen Moffit, Orthodontist; James Clopton, FreedCothaun; Charles Olree, Winchester Printing; Jim
Lawson, Murray Vocational Center.
Retail Promotion — Pat McReynolds, CornAustin, chairman; Jack Benton,Twin Lakes Office
Supply; Steve Andrus, Pier I; Buddy Buckingham,
Buckingham-Ray, Ltd.; Tommy Brown, Murray
Theatres; Larry Hurt, Murray Supply.
Sites — Bill Kopperucl, Kopperud Realty, chairman; Ted Billington, Billington & Associates; Jim
Pickens, Pickens Supply; W. A. Franklin, Murray
High; Bill Adams,Edwin Cain Construction; Tommy Walker,J. H.Churchill Funeral Home.
COMMUNITY/PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Joe Dick,Coordinator
Legislative — Ron Christopher, attorney, chairman; Z. C. Enix, End Interiors; Owen Billington,
Murray Insurance; Jim Hall, MSU; Joan Weber,
League of Women Voters.
Traasportetioa — Joe Belcher, Belcher Oil Co.,
chairman; Tony Waller, Paschall Truck Lines;
Don Kelley, MSU; Bob Miller, county; Danny Hutson, Hutson Chemkal ; Glenn Doran, Peoples
Bank.
Community Improvemeat Volunteers — Bill
Parsons, MSU, president; Buddy Buckingham,
vice president; Libby Hart,secretary.
ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Stuart Poston,Coordinator
Boosters — Loretta Jobs, Century 21, chairman;
David Ifing, King-Landott Insurance; E. W. Dennison, Dennison-Hunt; Craig McCrystal, ATC
cablevision I; Doug Stephens, Holiday Inn; Pam
Underwood, Action Personnel; Dr. Bill Wilson,
physiciani
Membership Development — David King, sineLaridolt Insurance, chairman Gary Haverstock.

Abe Harder Rites
Held On Sunday

'
r """1"
"Ir"""m

Office — Paul Kiesow, Fisher-Price Toys, chairman; Dan Miller, construction; Chuck Wynn,
Dakota Feed & Grain; Butch Seargent, F. T
Seargent & Associates.
Laag Range Montag — Rob Williams, surgeon,
chairman; Walt Apperson, Murray Ledger &
Tunes; Paul Kiesow, Fisher-Price Toys; Jim Garrison, Ryan Milk; Holmes Ellis, pest president;
Joe Dick, past president; L. J. Hcrtin, retired,
MSU.

attorney; Ed Chnsnan, Texaco Petroleum Products; Tommy Sanders, real estate development;
Charles Walston, Peripheral Systems Research;
Gary Rowland, National Stores; Mike Ridley, oral
surgeon.
Pabilcation/Commualcatiorui — Sam Parker,
WSJP, chairman; Gene McCutcheon, Murray
Ledger & Tunes; Joe Rigsby, MSU
NEW PROGRAMS
Paul Kiesow, Coordinator

Arts•••(Continued From Page 1)
Green; Betty Daniels, Fort Thomas;
Dr. William Turner, Hopkinsville;
Frank Rankin, Louisville; and Larry
Gream,Elizabethtown.

Louisville; Robert Fitch, Bowling
Green; Sarah Tate, Nicholasville;
Herb Smith, Whitesburg; Priscilla
Cooper, Louisville, Marilyn
Moosnick, Lexington; Paul Knue,
Covington; Dennis Newberry,
Owensboro; and Lois Gray,Glasgow
Dr. William Morgan, a University
of Louisville professor, was renamed
chairman of the Kentucky Historic
Preservation Review Board. It is a
statutory board charged with reviewing the state's preservation plan and
recommending Kentucky properties
to the National Register.
Anne Thompson will remain as
director of the heritage division.
Also named to the historic preservation board were Dr. Lathe] Duffield,
Lexington; Nancy Blazer, Ashland;
Ann Bevins, Georgetown; Dr. Henry
Cheaney, Frankfort; Eleanor 0'Rear,
Versailles, Jean Thomason, Bowling

Myron D. Shive, 65, ef
South Venice, Fla., was pronounced dead on arrival at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital on Saturday at
4:17 a.m. He had been
stricken ill while visiting in
the lame of Mr. And Mrs.
_William Carroll of Murray
Route 1.
Mr. Shive was a member
of the United Methodist
Church, a veteran of the U.
Services for Mrs. Ira Em- S. Marines; and a retired
ma WIllIamirtI5IO1Warthi13 tridc—driiter. Born April-II
"smiles tommeetainvolivisiiiinalial
Chapel Road, Murray, were 1916, in Knoxville, Iowa, he
Mill I 111 ,I '11)
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11
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was the son of thalitiWood to,
.....
dil,..114911,1111111
1111111
the chapel of the Memorial Shive and Edna HuffShive.
Funeral Home, Tunica,
Survivors include his wife,
churches in the lug through Saturday, Aug.
Miss., with the Rev. Dr. Pat Mrs. Gay Hamilton Shive,to -Various
have announced
aria
Nowell officiating.
whom he was married on
Roy Gene Dunn will direct
meetings, events, and serBurial was in the Oak March 23, 1963; one
singing with Mrs.
the
church.
vices atthe
Wood Cemetery there. The daughter, Mrs. Stanley
Margaret Cavitt as organist
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)—
Max Churchill Funeral (Christine)
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Cecelia
Mrs.
and
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Air
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Rites Held For
Mrs. Williams

German movies and many others."
Philippe also found differences
between television in France and the
United States. "We have no local stations and only three channels at home
— two private and one public," he
said. "We only have about three or
four advertisements in an hour, not
nearly as many as here."
He also noted the lack of French
television soap operas. "'Dallas' is
shown in France, but I don't watch
it," he said with a laugh. "I have a
great deal of homework."
It is unlikely Philippe will soon
forget Murray or its people (or if he
will get much of his homework done)
since he has promised to correspond
with about 40 friends he made during
his stay.

and exclaimed,"I could spend all day
here," when he toured the Harry Lee
Waterfield Library.
He visited Opryland and especially
enjoyed the musical show, "I Hear
America Singing." In addition, he got
his first "real" look at an American
city during the Nashville trip since he
had been too tired to "take in" much
of Knoxville on his flight into the
United States.
After viewing several American
movies here including "The Raiders
of the Lost Ark," "For Your Eyes Only" and "Superman II," Philippe expressed surprise that Murray has
American movies almost exclusively.
"At home we have French and
American movies, of course," he said.
"But we also have Polish, Italian and

iI

Fancy Farm
Picnics Not
Kind To Atkins
FANCY FARM,Ky.( AP) — Recent
Fancy Farm picnics — a curious
blend of county fair, outdoor concert,
church social and political convention
— have not been kind to state Finance
Secretary George Atkins.
Last year, former Gov. A.B. "Happy" Chandler speculated on the
demise of the former Hopkinsville
mayor and gubernatorial candidate.
The problems in state government
would not have happened, Chandler
speculated, "if George Atkins were
still alive."
Atkins' boss, Gov. John Y. Brown
'Jr.,lent further speculation to Atkins'
troubles at the 101st Fancy Farm picnic Saturday.
Brown, who arrived, in his nowfamous helicopter, said that mode of
transportation will soon be a thing of
the past.
"This is the last sight you will see of
the Sikorsky," Brown said. "It's on
the selling block.
"But if George Atkins were still
alive, he'd never let them take that
helicopter from me," Brown added.
Brown was the first of a long list of
political speakers at the picnic, the
proceeds of which go to benefit St.
Jerome's Catholic Church.
"I never thought I'd see so many
people who want my job in one place,"
Brown said.

Air Traffic Close
To Schedule At
Major State Airports

W. B. Delaney,
Brother Murray

Livestock Market

James Brady Has Major
Seizure At Hospital

Ii

Corrections & Amplifications
An advertisement concernitig—ifro'mlasg"
children in last Thursday's newspaper could have been
Misconstrued. The children, Tim and Becky Rogers,
are presently living with their father, Lynn Rogers,according to Rogers'father, Phillip Rogers. The wording
of the advertisement may have left the impression that
the children were lost of strayed from the home of their
mother.
I rnes Ones to correct pronsplly any errors in

Is. Murray Ledger &
appearing in news aitidea.
fact or clarify any misleading information
an error or awed kW
That is the purpose of this column. To report
clarification please call 753-1918.
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II
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SAVINGS UP TO 70%
SOPPING CTR.

KM THAT GREAT
GM FEZLING WITH
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Stock Market

95 Years Of Service

Paducah Apartment
Complex Will Be
Named For McNutt

Hog Market

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Hone
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1980 Citation
4 Door, brown, light brown interior, power steering,
power brakes, air conditioned, AM-FM radio. Rally
wheels. 1 3xxx miles.

$6,277.00
Dwaise Taylor thovrolot hoc.
753-2617

641 South, Murray
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